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A bstract
A configuration space over a locally compact Polish space is the set of all 
locally finite subsets (configurations) in this Polish space. (In most appli­
cations, it is sufficient to think of a Polish as a Euclidean space.) A con­
figuration describes positions of indistinguishable particles in an (infinite) 
system of particles. A probability measure on the configuration space is usu­
ally called a point process. This dissertation deals with the so-called Glauber 
and Kawasaki dynamics on the configuration space. A Glauber dynamics is a 
stochastic dynamics of an infinite particle system in which particles randomly 
appear (are born) and disappear (die). A Kawasaki dynamics is a Markov 
process on the configuration space in which particles randomly hop over the 
underlying space Polish space. Equilibrium Glauber and Kawasaki dynam­
ics which have a standard Gibbs measure as symmetrizing (and hence in­
variant) measure have been constructed and actively studied in recent years. 
Lytvynov and Ohlerich extended this construction to the case of an equilib­
rium dynamics which has a determinantal (fermion) point process as invari­
ant measure. In 1975 Macchi introduced boson point processes. These point 
processes are characterized by their correlation functions which have the form 
of the permanent of a certain matrix constructed through a given correlation 
kernel. This is why boson point processes are also called permanental point 
processes. Shirai and Takahashi significantly extended the class of perma­
nental point processes, by including in it the so-called alpha-permanental 
point processes whose correlation functions have a representation through 
alpha-permanents introduced by Vere-Jones. All these processes belong to 
the class of Cox point processes, i.e., Poisson point processes with random 
intensity. The aim of the dissertation is to show that general criteria of ex­
istence of Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics are applicable to a wide class of
3
alpha-permanental point processes. We also consider a diffusion approxima­
tion for the Kawasaki dynamics at the level of Dirichlet forms. This leads 
us to an equilibrium dynamics of interacting Brownian particles for which 
an alpha-permanental point process is a symmetrizing measure. As a by­
product of our considerations, we extend the result of Shirai and Takahashi 
on the existence of alpha-permanental point process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Let X  be a locally compact Polish space. Let a  be a non-atomic Radon 
measure on X.  In most applications it suffices to think of X  as Euclidean
(configurations) in X .  A probability measure on Tx  is usually called a point 
process.
Starting essentially with papers [1 , 2] there have been a lot of activi­
ties related to equilibrium and non-equilibrium stochastic dynamics (Markov 
processes) on r ^ .
This dissertation deals with the so-called Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics 
on the configuration space.
A Glauber dynamics (a birth-and-death process of an infinite system of 
particles in A) is a Markov process on T whose formal (pre-)generator has 
the form
Here and below, for simplicity of notation we write x instead of {x}. The
space and a(dx) = dx. Let Tx  denote the space of all locally finite subsets
(LgF)(7 ) =  ^ 2  d(x, 7 \  x)(F(~t \  x) -  F( 7 ))
7 e  r * . (1.1)
coefficient d(x , 7  \  x) describes the rate at which particle x  of configuration 7  
dies, while b(x, 7 ) describes the rate at which, given configuration 7 , a new 
particle is born at x.
A Kawasaki dynamics (a dynamics of hopping particles) is a Markov 
process on T whose formal (pre-)generator is
{LKF)(-/) = ^ 2 c { x , y r / \ x )  (  a { d x ) { F { j \ x U y ) ~  F (y)), 7  G Tx . (1.2)
267 x
The coefficient c(x,y,  7  \  x) describes the rate at which particle x  of config­
uration 7  hops to y, taking the rest of the configuration, 7  \  x, into account.
Equilibrium Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics which have a standard 
Gibbs measure as symmetrizing (and hence invariant) measure were con­
structed in [27, 28]. In [31], this construction was extended to the case of 
an equilibrium dynamics which has a determinantal (fermion) point process 
as invariant measure, For further studies of equilibrium and non-equilibrium 
Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics, we refer to [8 , 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 40] and the references therein.
In [37] (see also [36]) Macchi introduced boson point processes. These 
point processes are characterized by their correlation functions which have 
the form of the permanent of a certain matrix constructed through some 
given correlation kernel. This is why boson point processes were also called 
permanental point processes. Shirai and Takahashi [44] significantly ex­
tended the class of permanental point processes, by including the so-called 
a-permanental point processes whose correlation functions have a represen­
tation through a-permanents introduced by Vere-Jones in [45] (Shirai and 
Takahashi call them a-determinants). Such point processes are known to 
exist for a wide range of correlation kernels if a -1  G |N , i.e., a = \  l with 
I G N. All these processes belong to the class of Cox point processes (see
e.g. [10, 17]), i.e., Poisson point processes with random intensity. In case of 
permanental point processes, this random intensity is described in terms of 
a Gaussian random field.
The aim of the dissertation is to show that general criteria of existence of 
Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics which were developed in [31] are applicable 
to a wide class of a-permanental point processes. We will also consider a 
diffusion approximation for the Kawasaki dynamics at the level of Dirichlet 
forms (compare with [23]). This will lead us to an equilibrium dynamics of 
interacting Brownian particles for which an a-permanental point process is 
a symmetrizing measure. As a by-product of our considerations, we will also 
extend the result of [44] on the existence of a-permanental point process.
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we will discuss 
configuration spaces and general Cox point processes. In Chapter 3, we will 
construct a-permanental point processes. To this end, we will construct a 
random field which is Gaussian almost surely. In Chapter 4, we will briefly re­
call some facts related to the general theory of Markov processes and Dirichlet 
forms. Finally, the main results of the dissertation are in Chapter 5. There 
we will construct equilibrium Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics for which an 
a-permanental point process is a symmetrizing (and hence invariant) mea­
sure. We will also discuss a diffusion approximation for the corresponding 
Kawasaki dynamics.
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Chapter 2 
Configuration space and Cox 
point processes
In this chapter, we will present an overview of some basic definitions and 
facts related to configuration spaces and point processes, in particular, Cox 
point processes.
The standard references for sections 2 .1-2.4 below are [10, 22, 35], the 
references for Cox point processes (section 2.5) include [10, 17, 35, 39].
2.1 Spaces of finite and infinite configurations
Let X  be a locally compact Polish space. Recall that a Polish space is a 
metric space which is complete and separable. That is, there exists a metric 
p on X ,  generating the topology, such that:
a) every Cauchy sequence in X  converges in X  (completeness);
b) there exists a countable subset Y  of X  whose closure Y  is X  (separability). 
A set B  C X  is said to be topologically bounded if its closure B  is
compact. Recall that a subset C  of X  is called compact if from any covering
11
{Bi, i G 1} by open balls one can extract a finite subset {B i:L, . . . ,  B in} which 
is again a covering of C.
Note tha t an open ball B ( x , r ) with centre at x  G X  and radius r > 0 
need not be bounded in such a space. However, the condition that X  be 
locally compact means tha t one can always find £ > 0 , small enough, such 
that the open ball B ( x , e) is bounded, i.e., the closed ball B ( x , e) is compact.
We denote by B( X)  the Borel cr-algebra in X , and by Bq( X ) the collection 
of all bounded sets from B(X) .
A configuration space over X , denoted by Tx, is defined as the set of all 
locally finite subsets (configurations) in X :
Fx ■= { 7  C X  : I7  n  A | < 00 for each A G Bq{X)}.
Here \A\ denotes the cardinality of set A. We will often identify each 7  G Tx  
with the Radon measure
7 =  I ^ x -
Here Sx denotes the Dirac measure at x. Thus, Tx becomes a subset of the 
set M q{X)  of all Randon measures on A , i.e., all measures m on ( X , B(X) )  
such that m(A)  < 00  for all A  G Bq{X).  Recall that M q{X)  has a stan­
dard topology, called the vague topology. This is the minimal topology with 
respect to which each mapping of the form
.Mo(AT) 3 m  ( /, m)  G M, /  G Cq( X ),
is continuous. Here ( / , m) :=  f x  f ( x )m( d x )  and Co(X) denotes the set of 
all continuous functions on X  with compact support. We can now define 
the vague topology on Tx as the relative topology of the vague topology 
on M.o(X).  Thus, the vague topology on Tx is the minimal topology with
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respect to which each mapping of the form
r *  9 7 ~  (/, 7> =  / ( * ) € R - /  € c o W ,
x€7
is continuous.
In the vague topology, Tx becomes itself a Polish space (i.e., one can in­
troduce a metric on Tx  which generates the vague topology and with respect 
to which Tx is complete and separable.)
In fact, one can explicitly describe convergence in the vague topology in 
Tx-  So, a sequence {7 ^}£L i converges to a 7  G Tx  in the vague topology 
if and only if, for any open, bounded set O C X  such that (O \  O) fl 7  =  0  
(here O denotes the closure of O), there exist TV E N and k E N0 := N U {0} 
such that
|7 (n) n  o\  = b / n o i  =  k
for all n > TV, and one can introduce a numeration of points of 7 ^  DO  = 
. . . ,  a ;^} , n > TV, and that of 7 IIO =  {0 7 , . . . ,  Xk} such that x\n  ^ —> X{ 
in X  as n —► 0 0 , for i = 1 , . . . ,  k.
We denote by # ( r x )  the Borel a-algebra on Tx- In fact, 13(Tx)  is the 
minimal cr-algebra on Tx with respect to which each mapping of the form
r x 3  7 ^ | 7 nA| ,  A e B 0{ x)
is measurable. A probability measure on (ITx, B(Tx))  is called a point process 
in X.
We will also need the space of multiple configurations Tx- This space 
is defined as the set of all No U {+oo}-valued Radon measures. Thus, any 
element 7  G Tx has a representation
7 = ^ 2 n ( x ) 8 x, (2.1)
xG'y
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where 7  G Tx  and for each x  G 7 , n(x) G N. We will also endow Tx  with the 
vague topology. (Note that, informally, we may treat I x  as the configuration 
space in which different particles may occupy the same position, n(x)  in (2 .1) 
being the number of particles at point x.)
Let A G B(X) .  We denote by Ta.o the space of all finite configurations in
A:
rA)0 =  {7 c  a  1 17| <  00}.
(Note that if A is bounded, i.e., A G Bo(X),  then Fa,o — r A.) Thus,
OO
r A,0 =  U  r in)>
71=0
where is the space of all n-point subsets of A (for n =  0, =  {0 }).
We can, of course, endow r A)o with the vague topology, and define # (F a,o) 
as the Borel a-algebra on r A,o- There is, however, another equivalent descrip­
tion of this cr-algebra.
For each n G N, define
Dn := { (z i , . . .  , x n) G X n | Xi = Xj for some i , j  G {1, . . .  ,n}, i ±  j )  
(i.e., Dn is the collection of all ‘diagonals’ in X n). Set
An := An\D n. (2.2)
Define B(An) as the trace (7-algebra of B(An) on An. Define
/„ : A" -* r in)
by
■fn(*£l ? • • • 5 3'n) — {^1 j • • • >
Denote by B ( T ^ )  the image of the a-algebra B(An) under In. Now, we have 
that B(Ta,o) is the minimal cr-algebra on Ta.o which contains all B ( r ^ ) ,  
n G N (note that this implies that {0 } G BiT^o)).
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Let A G Bq(X).  We call a set A  C Tx  local with respect to A if there
We denote by BA(Tx)  the cr-algebra of all sets from B(Tx)  which are local 
with respect to A. By identifying a local set A  as in (2.4) with the set
this cr-algebra coincides with B(TA). Thus, we have identified the cr-algebras 
Ba (Tx ) and B (rA).
2.2 Poisson and Lebesgue—Poisson measures 
in finite volume
Let X  be as in Section 2.1. Let cr be a Radon, non-atomic measure on 
(X, B(X))  (recall that non-atomic means that cr({a:}) =  0 for each x  G X).  
Using the notations of section 2.1, we see that the set Dn C X n is of zero a®n 
measure. Let A G Bo(X),  so that, in particular, cr(A) < oo. Let crA denote 
the restriction of the measure a to (A,#(A)).  Then the set An is of full 
measure a®n. Therefore, we can consider a®71 as a measure on (An,£(An)). 
We will preserve the notation a®n for the image of the measure a®n under 
the measurable mapping In : An —» given through (2.3). Then
exits a set A C r A(= r A;0) such that
A = {7 g  rx | 7 n a  g  A}. (2.4)
A we may identify the cr-algebra BA(Fx) with a a-algebra on TA. In fact,
We will now define the measure IlSA^ on ( r A, # ( r A)) as follows:
(2.5)
n<A>({0 }) := 1.
The measure 11^ is called the Lebesgue-Poisson measure on Ta with inten­
sity <r. Quite often, one informally writes
oo 1
n<A) =
^ n !
n = 0
<8>n 
["A • (2 .6)
Clearly, by (2.5),
Therefore,
OO 1
n W ( r A) =  i  +  ^ - < 7 r ( r 5 T ))
n = l
00 i
= 1 + E  r t a { A r71—1
= exp(cr(A)). 
ir{A) := exp(—£T(A))n^A)
is a probability measure on r A. This measure is called Poisson measure on 
Ta with intensity <j . Thus, analogously to (2.6), we have
oo -
*iA) =  exp(-<r(A)) Y , —ft"-
n=0
Let us calculate the Fourier transform of the Poisson measure 7rCT. Let /  : 
A —> M be a bounded measurable function. Then, using the definition of the 
Poisson measure, we have
/  el^ ,'y^ 7rlA\d'y)
J r ATa
=  exp(—<j (A)) 
=  exp(—cr(A))
1 f
l  +  E - i  /  e’ (/('T1,+ "+/(l,,)V A(rfrri) • • -alX(dxn)
t A  n! A -  
■+£
exp <j(A) +  J  el^ x^cr{dx)
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=  exp ( ^ J (el/(x) — l )a ( dx )Sj  . (2.7)
Let A G Bo(X),  A C A, let u G R, and set f ( x )  = u x a (x), where x a  
denotes the indicator function of A. Then, by (2.7),
f  e t u h n A l 7 r l A ) ( d j ) =  [  e i { f ^ 7 r l A ) ( d j )
JTa JTa
= exp ( j  (ez,UXA^  — l)a(dx)
= exp y j  (elu — 1 )a(dx)
= exp (a(A)(etu -  1)) .
This shows that, under the probability measure the random variable 
|7  fl A| has Poisson distribution with intensity <r(A). Recall that for any 
a > 0 , the Poisson distribution with intensity a is the probability measure 
on R given by
°° nn
z—' n!
n =0
This is the reason why iriA  ^ is called Poisson measure.
Let now f \ , . . . ,  f n : A —> R be bounded and measurable and let us assume 
that these functions have mutually disjoint supports. Let « i , . . .  ,un G R. 
Thus, by (2.7),
/  et(«l</l.7> + ""Hin(/r.,7»7r(A)^/yJ _  / g*(«l/l+-+tt«/n,7>7r(A )^^
JTa J ta
=  e x p  ( J  ( e ! ( “ i / i W + - + “ » / « W )  _  i)a(dx)
= e x p  ^  J  —  l ) c r ( d a : ) ^
[ei«i/,(x) _  1)<7(dT)n - p ( / Ao
i=i x,/A
17
)(dy)m (2.8)
Therefore, the random variables . . . ,  ( /n, 7 ) are independent. In par­
ticular, if A i , . . . ,  An G Bo(X),  A i , . . . ,  An C A, A i , . . . ,  A„ are mutually 
disjoint, then the random variables I7  n  A i | , . . . ,  |y fl An| are independent.
2.3 Poisson measure in infinite volume
Again, let X  be as in Section 2.1, and consider the measurable space 
( r x , # ( r * ) ) .  Let o be a Radon, non-atomic measure on (X,B(X) ) .  Let 
A G Bo(X).  Recall that, in Section 2.1, we have identified the cr-algebra 
B(Ta) on Ta with the cr-algebra Ba(Tx) on Tx- Hence, by Section 2.2, we 
have the Poisson measure 71^  on (Tx, Ba(Tx)) Thus, we get a family of 
Poisson measures (7ii-A^ )Aee0(x), where each 7 r^  is a probability measure on 
Ba(tx )
Let A, A' G Bo(X), A C A'. Then evidently #A (rx) C Ba' (Tx )- Let us 
check that the family (7TctA^ )a€£oW consistent, i.e., for any A, A' as above, 
71- ^  is equal to the restriction of 7tIa * to #a(Tx)- Indeed, let /  : X  —► E  be
a bounded measurable function with support in A. Then, by (2.7),
f  el('^ 'y')7rlA'\d'y) =  f  7r^ A' \d j )
J v x  J  rA,
=  exp ( /  {elf^  — 1 )a(dx)
— exp (  f  (e1^ ^  — 1 )a(dx) +  f  (el^ x  ^— 1 )a(dx)
\ J  A JA '\A
=  exp ( ^J  (e1* ^  — 1 )a(dx)
—  f  e*</>7>7r(A) (^ )
J r A
18
J y x
Therefore, 7r^ =  \ B\(Tx)-  The cr-algebra B(Tx)  is the minimal o-
algebra on Tx  which contains each Ba(Tx ), A G Bo(X).  Hence, by a version 
of Kolmogorov’s existence theorem, there exists a unique probability measure
the Poisson measure on (Tx, B(Tx) )  with intensity a.
Denote by B0(X)  the space of all bounded, measurable function f  : X  —> 
R which have compact support. Fix any /  G B0(X)  and denote A := supp / ,  
A G Bq(X).  Hence the function (/, 7) on Tx  is #A(r;f)-measurable. Then,
Analogously to (2.8), we conclude that for any / i , . . . , / n € B0(X)  with 
mutually disjoint supports, under ira the random variables ( /1, 7 ) , . . . ,  ( /n, 7 ) 
are independent, and in particular, for any A i , . . . ,  An G Bo(X),  mutually 
disjoint, the random variables |7 f lAi | , . . . ,  |7 HAn| are independent. Further, 
for each A G Bo(X),  the random variable I7  fl A| has Poisson distribution 
with intensity o (A)
The following theorem gives a characterization of Poisson measure.
7rCT on (rx,B(rx)) such that 7rCT \ Ba{^x)  = 7riA\  This measure na is called
by (2.7)
=  exp
a
Thus, the Laplace transform of 7ra is given by
f  e ^ ,^ 7ra(d'y) = exp ( f  (e^x  ^ — l)a(dx)  | , /  G B0(X) .  (2.9)
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T h eo rem  2.1 (Mecke). For each measurable function F  : X  x T x  
[0 , + 00], we have
Furthermore, 7rCT is uniquely characterized by the above equality, i.e., i f  fi is 
a probability measure on ( rx ,B(Tx) )  which satisfies
for each measurable F : X  x T x  —► [0, + 0 0 ], then fi = ira.
Remark 2.1. In formulas (2.10), (2.11) and below, for simplicity of notation, 
we sometimes write x instead of {.t}.
The equality (2.10) is called the Mecke identity. Since this identity will 
play a crucial role in our research, we will now briefly recall a proof of (2 .10). 
(Note that the harder part of the proof of the Mecke theorem is, in fact, to 
prove that the equality (2.11) implies that (i = see [35].)
So, let us first fix any A G Bq(X)  and let F  : A x T a —> [0,+00] be a 
measurable function. Then, using the definition of the Poisson measure in 
finite volume, we have
[  y 2 F ( x , j )7 r a(dj) =  (  Tr^cfy) f  a (d x )F ( x r /Ux ) .  (2.10) 
J?x xei Jrx J*
L  £  F ( x 1j ) / j . (dj )= j  n(dj )  L  a(dx)F(x,  7  U x) (2-11)
Note that
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Thus, we continue (2.12) as follows:
00 1 f
=  e ~ CT(A)V ' 7 -ry /  F ( x l , { x i , . . . , x n})a{dxl ) - - a ( d x n)
t i  (n ~ 1)! A n
=  e~a{A)
= e~a{A)
V 7— ~ tt t  I o{dx) [  a(dx1) - - -a (dxn_1) F ( x , { x u . . . , x n_1} U \
“ ( W - 1 )! A  A n-l
j a(dx) [  cr{dxi) • • • cr(dxn)F  (x, {x i , . . . ,  xn} U {x})
A n=0 711 ^A”
=  [  a{dx) [  7r(A)(djA)F ( x , j A U { x } ) .
J a ./rA
Next, let F  : X x T* —» [0, + 00 ] be measurable and such that there exist 
A G ^o(A^) for which F(x, 7) =  F(x, 7  n  A) for all 7  G T* and and
F(x, 7) =  0 if x ^ A. Then
/  ^ 2 F (x n W ( d ' y ) =  f  F (x ,7 )71^ 7 ). (2.13)
T x  2 G 7  xG7f~lA
Since for each x £ X ,  F(-,x) is #A(r.x)-measurable, we see that 
SxG7nA F ix i l )  a ^A(rx)-measurable function. Hence, we continue (2.13) 
as follows:
=  f  ^  F ( x ^ A)Ti{A\ d ^ A)
A xG7A
=  [  7TiA)(djA) [  a (d x )F (x ,7 AU{x}) 
*/rA Ja
=  [  nlA)(djA) [  <r(dx)F(x,7 AU{x}) 
VrA ./x
=  [  ^ ( d j )  [  <j(dx)F(x, 7  U {x}).
./r VxT ./X
Hence, we proved the Mecke identity in the special case of F  as above.
Let now (An)£U be such that, An £ B0(X),  An c  An+i, n G N, | J ^ i  An =
X .  Let F  : X  x Tx —► [0,+00] be measurable. Take a sequence {Fn)^=1 of 
functions Fn : X  x —> [0, +00] such that
i) For each x £ X ,  Fn(x, 7) =  Fn(x, 7  fl An) for all 7  G r x;
ii) For each 7  G T x ,  Fn (x,  7 ) =  0 if x  £  An;
iii) F i(x ,7 ) < F2(x , 7 ) < F3(a;,7 ) < • • ■ , 7 6 ^ , 3: 6 1 ;
iv) F n (x, 7 ) —► F(x,'y)  as n —> 00 for all 7  G T *  a n d  x £  X.
(Note that the existence of such a sequence follows from the fact that B(Tx)  
is the minimal cr-algebra on T* which contains all #An(Fx), n G N.) Then,by 
the proved above,
/  '5 2 Fn(x,''/)n(j(d'y) = /  7Ta(dj)  /  a(dx)Fn(x, 7 U 1 ).
Jrx xEl drx J x
Now, letting n  —> 00, by the monotone convergence theorem, the Mecke 
identity follows.
2.4 Correlation measure and correlation func-
We start with a general definition. Let fi be a probability measure (point 
process) on (Fx,H(Fx)) .  Then the correlation measure of n  is a measure 
on ( rx ,o,B(rx ,o)) which satisfies
tions
[  (AT?)(77) ^ 77) =  f  Girfip^drj) 
drx drXto
(2.14)
for any measurable G : —> [0,00 ]. Here
(KG)(rr) : = £ C f a )
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where the summation is over all finite subset 7/ of 7 . It can be easily shown 
that pn indeed exists and is uniquely defined by (2.14), see e.g. [22].
Assume that we have fixed a Radon, non-atomic measure a on (X , B(X)) ,  
and let n CT denote the corresponding Lebesgue-Poisson measure on
( rx ,otB(Tx ,o))y i-e->
00 1
n <, =  £ ^ n
r> I„ n\
71=0
(compare with (2.6)). If the correlation measure pM is absolutely continu­
ous with respect to n a, then its Radon-Nikodym derivative /cM is called the 
correlation functional of p. Thus
[  (KG){y)p(d^) = j  G{rj)k^r})Yia{dri). 
drx drx,0
Clearly, the restriction of kM to any may be identified with a symmet­
ric fuction kjfi on X n (in fact, on X n, see (2.2)). The sequence of functions 
(&M^)^i is called the sequence of correlation functions of p. (Note that since 
p  is a probability measure, we always have kli(0)  = 1 .)
Let us now consider the case where p  is the Poisson measure 7tct.
Proposition 2.1. The correlation measure of the Poisson measure 7ra is the 
Lebesgue-Poisson measure Ua, so that the correlation functions of 7rCT are all 
identically equal to 1 .
Proof. It suffices to show that for any symmetric measurable function 
y(n) . jjfn [0 , + 00 ], n G N, we have
f  X! f {n)(x1, . . . , x n)irtr(d'y)
rjv  { x i , . . . , x Tl} C 7
= —. I f {n) (^1, • • •, x n)a{dxl )■■■ a(dxn) . n! JXn
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U sing th e  M ecke id en tity  an d  th e  F ub in i th eo rem  we have:
[  f {n)( x 1, . . . , x n)Tr(r{d'i)
r *  { x i , . . . ,x n } C 7
= [ liE E Y  ■■ Y
x i € 7  X2 € 7 \ { x i }  X3 € 7 \ { x i ,X 2 } x n € 7 \ { x i , . . . x n }
= ^ J Y[ Y  Y  ■■ Y  J Mdi)
T x  x i € 7  \ y i G 7 \ { x i }  3/2 e 7 \ { x i , j / i }  J / n - i € 7 \ { x i ,y i , . . . , i / n _ 2 }  /
= h  J  ••• H  / (n)( x i , y i , . . . 2/n_i)
^  2 /1^7 2/2 £ 7 \ { y i }  2 /n - i e 7 \{ 2 / l i " - ,2 /n - l}
=  n! / a(dxi  ^J X ]  X !  / (n)( z i , Z 2 , y i , - - - , 2 / n - 2 )
^  X2 G7  2 / l€ 7 \{ x 2 }  3 /n -2 e 7 \{ x 2 ,2 /l>  ” i2 /n -3}
=  i  f  a { d x l ) f  Tra (d'y) j  a ( d x 2) ^  ^  . . .  f {n)( x 1, x 2, y u  • • ■, yn-2)
^  2 /1 6 7  2/2 € 7 \ { y i }  2/n —2G 7\{2/l> -.2 /n -3}
= —. [  o-(ctei)... [  cr{dxn) I  7ra(d^ ) fn(xu . . .  , x n) 
n '  J X  J x  JTx
= • = —{ [  f (n){xu • • • , z n)cr(d:ri).. .a(dxn). □  
n - J x n
Corollary 2.1. Let v be a Radon measure on ( X , B( X ) )  which is absolutely 
continuous with respect to a, i.e. v(dx) =  g(dx)a(dx).  Then the Pois­
son measure has the correlation functions related to the Lebesgue-Poisson 
measure Ua given by
k$ ( x i> •••,£«) =  9&  1) • • • 9(?n)- (2.15)
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, the correlation measure of ir„ is n„, which 
has the following Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to IU: k^u (77) =  
U xev 9(x )i from where (2.15) follows. □
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2.5 Cox point processes
A Cox point process (also called a doubly stochastic Poisson process) is a
Poisson point process with random intensity measure. In the most general 
case one can consider random Radon non-atomic measure a(dx,u>) as in- 
tencity measure of Poisson processes. We will, however, only treat the case 
where we have a fixed Radon non-atomic measure a  on X  and random in­
tensity g(x,uj).
So we fix a space X  as in Section 2.1. Let a be fixed Radon, non- 
atomic measure on (X, B(X)).  Let (fi,.A,P) be a probability space and let 
g : X  x f2 —> [0, oo] be a measurable function on (X  x f2, B(X)  <g) .A).
Furthermore, we will assume that, for each A G Bq(X)  and each n G N,
In particular, for a.a. uj G n,  g{• , uj) is a locally integrable function with 
respect to a . Therefore, for a.a. uj G fi, g(x,uj)a(dx) is a Radon, non-atomic 
measure on (X , B(X)).  So, we can construct the Poisson measure ^g(x,u)<T{dx)- 
Then, we define a probability measure fi on {Tx :B(Tx))  by
(Here E denotes the expectation with respect to P.) Such a measure is called 
a Cox point process. For simplicity, we will call it a Cox measure.
P ro p o sitio n  2 .2 . The Cox measure /jl has all local moments finite, i.e., for 
any A G Bq(X) and for any n  G N,
(2 .16)
71"g(x,u))a(dx) ( A ) P (d c j )
(2.17)
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Proof. We fix A E Bq(X) and let x a  denote the indicator function of A. 
Then, for each n E N,
f I t  n  A |nf i ( d j )  = f (x a ,
Jrx Jtx
=  [  ^ 2 " ' ^ 2  * a (z i)  • • • X A { x n ) v ( d y ) .  (2.18) 
J r  v _x \ G7 x n G7
To show that (2.18) is finite, it suffices to prove that, for each n G N,
/  Xa Oei) * • * XA(znMd7) < oo.
But by Corollary 2.1 and (2.16), we have
/ XA{xi)” -XA(xn)fj,(dj)
{ x i , . . . ,x n } C 7
=  I  ( I  ^   ^ Xa (x i ) ’ ' ’ XA{'t'n)'Kg(x,ui)cr(dx) J P(d(j)
Jn \ J r x {xlv..,Xn}C7 J
=  w! /  ( /  • • -a(d:rn)^ F{dJ)
- h . L ( L  g(x,u)a(dx)Sj  F(duj) < oo. □  (2.19)
The following proposition identifies correlation functions of a Cox measure. 
P ro p o sitio n  2.3. The Cox measure /i has correlation functions
k ^ i x i , . . .  , x n) = [  g(xu uj) • • • g(xn:u;)F(dxj), nG  N (2.20)
Jn
which are o®n-a.e. finite.
P roof. Let us take any symmetric measurable function / ^  : X n —> [0, oo]. 
Then, by Corollary 2.1,
[  ^2 f in){xu - - - iXn)(i(di)
r *  { x i ,. . . ,X n } C 7
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=  f  F(duj) f  / (n)(zi>- •• , x ny g{x,u)(j{dx){dl)
J n  J r X  { x i , . . . ,x n } C 7
which proves (2 .20 ).
Let us choose any A G Bq(X).  Then, by (2.16)
g{xl lu)a(dx1) /  g(x2,uj)a(dx2) ••• /  g(xn,u))o{dxn) P (du)
Therefore, for <r®n-a.a. (a?i,. . .  ,x n) G An, f n g(xi,uj) • • • g(xn, cu)F (du;) < oo, 
and hence the above is true for cr^-a.a. ( x i , . . ., x n) G X n. □
Next, let us find the Laplace transform of p. If /  G Bq(X),  and /  < 0, 
then, by (2.9)
(Note that due to the condition /  < 0, the above integrals are finite.) How­
ever, to be able to write down the Laplace transform for a general /  G B q( X ), 
we need to have a bound on correlation functions. First, we will derive the 
following fact, which is true for any point process with some upper bound on 
its correlation functions.
P ro p o sitio n  2.4. Assume p is a probability measure on (T x ,H (rx )). As­
sume that p has correlation functions which satisfy
[  e</)7V(d7) = [  (  [  
Jrx dn \ J r
k f \ x u . . . , x n) < C n(niy (2 .21)
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for a®n-a.a. (x i , . . .  ,x n) G X n, n G N, where C  > 0 and e G [0,1). TTien, 
for each f  G B0(X ); we have
f  e ^ ’^ p(dy)
J  r x
oo r
=  l +  y ^ - r  /  (ef{xi)- l ) - - - ( e fiXn)- l ) k iJ l){x1, . . . , x n)a{dx1)---(j{dxn),
n =  1 711
(2 .22)
i/ie integral on the left hand side of (2 .2 2 ) being finite.
P roo f. For a function u : X  —> M, we define ca(w, ■) : r ^ o  -  K by
ex(u,v) ■=
x£t]
where Ylx£0u(x) := 1. Then, for each /  G B0(X),  we easily have
(/CeA(e/ - l , - ) ) ( 7 ) =  e<^>. (2.23)
Hence, using (2.23) and the upper bound (2.21), we conclude the statement. 
□
Now, let us assume that
[  g{x,uj)nF(dLj) < Cn(n!)e, (2.24)
J n
where C > 0, e G [0,1). Then, for any (x i , . . . ,  xn) G X n, we get for the Cox 
measure //,
/^n)( x i , . . . , x n) =  /  ^ (x i,a ;)---5f(xn,a;)P(dcj)
Jn
< ^n(xi,w)P(du;)^ ' " ( y  Pn(®n,w)P(da>)
< Cn(n!)e.
Hence, we have
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P ro p o sitio n  2.5. Assume that (2.24) holds. Then, for each f  G B 0(X),  we
have
J t x
Then, it follows from the above that we still can write down formula (2.25) 
for /  G Bq(X)  which is sufficiently small, more exactly for /  satisfying
Note that, in many situations, the knowledge of the Laplace transform in a 
neighbourhood of 0 is enough.
Another trivial remark about Cox measures is the formula for its local 
densities. In general, if p is a probability measure on (Fx,H (Fx)), and if 
A G Bo(X), then we denote by p ^  the image of p under the projection 
mapping : Tx —> Ta given by P (A\ 7) :=  7  f] A, 7  G T*.
In particular, if 7tct is the Poisson measure with intensity <7 , then is 
the projection of 7rCT onto Ta- If the projection p ^  is absolutely continuous 
with respect to the Lebesgue-Poisson measure IIaA\  then we call its Radon-
(2.25)
where is given by (2 .2 0 ).
Remark 2.2. Assume that the estimate (2.24) holds for e = 1 , i.e.,
Nikodym derivative ^ ^ 7  the local density of p in A. We then define
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■<J
In particular, in the case where p = n5(.)CT, we have
( -  /  g(x)a(dx)
\  J A
= ex p g(x)a(dx) g(xi) • • •g(xn)
From here, we conclude:
P ro p o sitio n  2.6. Let p be a Cox measure satisfying (2.16). Then, for each 
A G B q ( X ) ,  we have
The integrals are cr®n a.e. finite.
Our next aim is to prove an analogue of the Mecke formula for a Cox 
measure. Consider the space ft x T x  equipped with the product <r-algebra 
A  <S> B(Tx)- Denote by P the probability measure on (ft x T x , A  ® B(Tx))  
defined by
We will denote by E the expectation with respect to P. Denote by T  the 
sub-c-algebra of A  <8> B(Fx) containing all sets of the form ft x B,  where 
B  G B(TX), (in particular, ft x 0 =  0). Thus, an ^-measurable random 
variable F ( u , j )  does not depend on u.
T h eo rem  2.2. Let p be a Cox measure. We define
Jn \  J a
P(du;,d7 ) :=F(dLj)irg M ^ dx){dy). (2.26)
r(x, 7 ) :=E(g(x,-)  | T ) ( i ) . (2.27)
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Then, for each measurable function F  : X  x T x  —» [0, + 0 0 ], we have
[  ^ 2 F (x rt )p(d j )  = f  /  cr (dx)r{x , j )F (x ,^U x) .  (2.28)
Jrx x£l drx Jx
Remark 2.3. Formula (2.28) means, in particular, that a Cox measure fi has 
property (S^), which was introduced by Matthes, Warmuth, and Mecke in 
[38]. The function r (x , 7 ) is called the Papangelou intensity of a Cox measure. 
This property may be treated as a weak Gibbsianess of / i ,  compare with [19].
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Fix any measurable function F  : X  x Tx  —► [0, + 0 0 ]. 
Then, using the definition of Cox measure and the Mecke formula, we have:
[  '5 2 F (x i nf ) K d'y) = f  P (duj) 
Jn
/  TTg{. ^ )d(T( d ' y ) ^ F { x , 1 ) 
Fx x€7
[  P (du)  
Jn
/  ^ 9{.,uj)da{dl) /  a ( d x ) g ( x , c j ) F ( x , ' y U x )  
Tx JX
1 a(dx)
J x
/  P(du;) /  7rg{.>u)d<T( d y ) g ( x , u ; ) F ( x ^  U x)  
n J rx
j  a(dx)  
J x
/  F(du>, d/y)g(x,u>)F(x,  7  U x)  
‘n x r x
1 cr(dx) 
J x
/  F(du>, d'y)E(g(x, u ) F ( x , 7 U x)  \ J r)(7) 
' nx rx
1 a(dx)  
J x
f  P (dxj, d j )E ( g ( x ,  u )  | F)(? /)F(x ,  7  U x)  
' n x rx
I cr(dx) 
J x
/  P(dw, d j ) r ( x ,  'y)F(x,  7  U x)  
>nxrx
1 cr(dx)
J x
f  P(da;) [  Trg{.:0j)da( j ) r ( x , j ) F ( x , j U  x)  
n J rx
1 <r(dx)
J x
/  fi{dr) ) r { x , r) ) F { x , ^  U x)  
‘r x
[  K di )  
Jvx
/  a ( d x ) r ( x , ry ) F ( x , j  U x).  □  
J x
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Chapter 3
Perm anental point processes
In this chapter, we will discuss one of the most important classes of Cox point 
processes — the permanental (or boson) point process [10, 37, 44]. First, we 
recall some facts from functional analysis.
3.1 Prelim inaries
We will first recall some facts related to functional analysis and infinite di­
mensional analysis. For further details and proofs, see e.g. [5, 6 , 7]
3.1.1 Som e classes o f linear operators
For any Hilbert spaces Hi and H2, we denote by B (H i , H 2) the set of all 
bounded linear operators from Hi into H2. As usual, we denote B(H)  := 
B(H,H) .
We will always assume that all the Hilbert spaces we consider are real 
and separable, i.e., they possess a countable dense subset.
Integral operators: Let (X , A , a) be a measure space with a cr-finite mea­
sure a. An operator K  G B (L 2(X,a))  is called an integral operator if there
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exists a measurable function k : X 2 —► R such that
(KF)(x) = f  k{x,y)f(y)a(dy),  f  G L2(X,a).  
J x
The function k (x , y) is called the integral kernel of the operator K.  If the 
integral operator K  is self-adjoint( i.e. K* = /C*), then its integral kernel is 
symmetric, i.e,
k{y,x) = k(x ,y),  (x , y ) G X 2.
Hilbert-Schmidt operators: An operator T  G B ( H ) is called a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator if there exists an orthonormal basis of H  such
that oo
^ 2  \\Ten\\2 < oo, (3.1)
71=1
where || • ||denotes the norm on the Hilbert space H. In the latter case, the 
inequality (3.1) holds for any orthonormal basis {e™ }^ in H  and further­
more, the value ll^en ||2 is independent of the choice of an orthonormal
basis { e n } ^ .
For T  G B(H),  let T* denote the adjoint operator of T.  Then, T  is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator if and only if T* is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and
E l l Te"l|2 =  E l l T Vn|I I -1 J n \ \ 2
7 1 = 1  7 1 = 1
for any orthonormal bases { e n } ^  and { /n}£Li of H.
In the case where H = L2(X, a), an operator K  is Hilbert-Schmidt if and 
only if K  is an integral operator and k G L2{X 2, a®2), where k is the integral 
kernel of K.  In fact, one has
Y^\\Ten\\2= f  (  k(x ,y )2a(dx)a(dy)
** 1 «/ X «/ Xn = 1
for any orthonormal basis { e n } ^  of L2(X,a).
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An operator T  G B(H)  is called a trace class operator if it can be rep­
resented as T  = Ylk=1 AkBk, where n G N and A \ , . . . ,  A n, are
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. If T  is a trace class operator and {en}£L 1 is an 
orthonormal basis in # ,  then the series $ ^L i(T en, en)n converges absolutely 
and its value, called the trace of the operator T, is independent of the choice 
of orthonormal basis.
3.1.2 Functional calculus of a self-adjoint operator
Let T  be a bounded operator in a complex Hilbert space H. Then the 
spectrum of T  is the subset <r(T) of C consisting of all 2 G C such that the 
operator A  — z l  is not invertible. If the Hilbert space H  is finite-dimensional, 
then the spectrum of T  is just the set of its eigenvalues. The spectrum cr(T) is 
a closed subset of the circle centered at 0 and of radius ||Tj|. If, additionally, 
T  is a self-adjoint operator, then <r(T) C R, so that cr(T) is a closed subset 
of the interval [— ||Xj|, ||Tj|].
A mapping
B(R)  S a n  E(a)  G B(H)  
is called a resolution of the identity if the following conditions are satisfied:
• For each a  G A,  E(a)  is an orthogonal projection in H.
• E (0 )  = 0, E(R) = 1.
• If a n G B(M), n G N, a n are mutually disjoint, then for each 
f e H
00 00
E ( U  “ „ ) /  =  £  £ ( “ " ) / •
n= 1 n= 1
where the series converges in H.
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It follows from the definition of resolution of the identity that, for any 
vectors f , g  £ H,  the mapping
A  3 a  i-+ (E(ai)f,g)H
is a complex-valued measure on (R ,#(R)).
To any bounded self-adjoint operator T  in if , there corresponds a unique 
resolution of the identity such that
T =  [  XdE(X). (3.2)
Jm
The equality (3.2) should be understood as follows: for any f , g  £ H
( T f , g ) „ =  f Xd(E(X)f ,g).  (3.3)
J R
Furthermore, the inverse statement holds. If E  is a resolution of the identity 
with compact support in R, that is if there exists a compact set A £ B(M)
such that, for any / ,  g £ H , the measure d(E(X)f ,g)  is concentrated on A,
then E  determines a bounded self-adjoint operator in I i  through the formulas 
(3.2) and (3.3).
In fact, the resolution of the identity of any bounded self-adjoint operator 
T  is concentrated on the spectrum of T. That is, for any f , g  £ H, the support 
of the measure d(E(X)f ,g)  is a subset of cr(T).
Let F  be a real-valued bounded measurable function on the spectrum of 
T. Then one defines a bounded self-adjoint operator F(T)  as
F(T)  := [  F(X)dE(X),
J a ( T )
that is for any f , g  £ H.
(.F{T ) f ,g )H = [  F(A)d(E(A)/, g ) .
J a ( T )
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One can show that, for any bounded measurable functions F, G : o{T) —> R, 
F(T)G(T) = [  F(X)G(X)dE(X).
J a { T )
For example, choosing function /  to be f ( x )  = yjx and assuming that T  > 0,
1.e., (T /, / )  > 0 for all /  G H  (so that cr(T) C [0, ||T||]), we get the operator 
y/T, which is a bounded self-adjoint operator satisfying y/Ty/T = T.
3.1.3 Integral kernel o f a locally trace-class operator
In this section, we follow [32]. Let I  be a topological space as in Chapter
2, and let a  be a non-atomic Radon measure on (X ,B(X)) .  Let i f  be a 
bounded, linear, self-adjoint operator in L2(X, a) which satisfies K  >  0. 
Denote K\  := V~K, (see subsection 3.1.2)
Below, for an integral operator /  in L2( X } a), we will denote by Af(I)  the 
kernel of I.
For each A E Bq(X)  denote by Pa  the operator of multiplication by xa , 
which is an orthogonal projection in L2(X,a).  We will assume that K  is a 
locally trace class operator, that is, for each A E Bo(X) the operator Pa K P a 
is of trace class. For each A E Bo(X ),
P ^ K ^ P a K ^*  =  Pa K i ^ P a = Pa K P a .
Therefore, if (e™ )^ is an orthonormal basis of L2(X ,a) ,  then
oo oo
^ ( P AA-pAen, e„) =  Y ,  { P t K i i P ^ y e n ,  en)
n —1 n = l
oo
= Y ^ P^ T e^ ( P ^ ) ' en)
71=  1 
OO
=  Y  U P a K ^ W 2 < 0 0 .
n =  1
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Hence (PaKi)* is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and so PaKi  is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator. This implies that PaKi  is an integral operator, whose 
integral kernel N {P a K \)  belongs to L2( X 2 Clearly, for any Ai, A2 € 
B0(X)  such tha t Ai C A2, Pa^Ki =  Pai(Pa2K\).  Therefore, for each 
f e L 2(X ,a )
=  Xa 1(z ) [  M(Pa.2K l )(x,y)}{y)a{dy)
Jx
=  [  X a 1{x W ( P a 2K 1 ) ( x , y ) f ( y ) a ( d y ) .
Jx
Hence,
Af ( P ^ K x)(x,y) = X ^ W ( P ^ K i ) ( x , y ) .  (3.4)
We now define a function K\{x , y )  := J\ f (PAKi)(x,y) ,  where A £ Bq(X)  is 
such that x  £ A. In view of (3.4), the definition of JCi is independent of the 
choice of a set A £ Bq(X).  Hence, for any x  £ X ,
( K 1f ) ( x ) =  (  Kh(x,y) f (y)a{dy) ,
Jx
so that Ki  is an integral operator and J\ f{K\){x , y) = K\ (x ,  y). Furthermore, 
we have for each A £ Bo(X),
I  j  /Ci(x, y)2a(dx)a(dy)  < oo. (3.5)
J A JX
In particular,
K\(x ,  •) £ L 2( X , a )  for <7-a.a. x  £ X.  (3.6)
Since K  = K i K i ,  K  is an integral operator whose kernel is given by
K( x , y )  := A f ( K ) ( x , y ) =  [  JC1(x)z )Ki ( z , y )a(dz )
Jx
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= f Ki{x,z)Ki(y,z)(r(dz)Jx
= (JC1(xr),JC1(y,-))L2{x>ay (3.7)
By (3.7), for any A G Bq(X), we get
/C(x,x)a(dx) = [ ( [ K1(x,y)JC1{x,y)a(dy)Sj a(dx)
/Ci (x,y)2cr(dx)cr(dy) < oo. (3.8)
L
L' A x X
Note that the kernel ACi(rr, y) is defined up to a set of <j<8)2-measure 0 in X 2, 
but the value JA K{x , x)a(dx)  is independent of the choice of K\{x^ y).
3.1 .4  G aussian random  fields
Our next aim is to construct a probability space (fI, A , P) and a Gaussian 
random field (X(x))x€x  on it with zero mean and the covariance JC(x,y) as 
in subsection 3.1.3. To this end, we will need the notion of a Gaussian white 
noise measure.
First, let us briefly recall the notion of a space with negative norm, see 
e.g. [7]. Let H0 be a real Hilbert space with scalar product (•, -)H and norm 
|| • ||//0, and we suppose that
H+ C Ho,
where H+ is a dense subset of H0. We suppose that H+ is a Hilbert space 
with respect to another scalar product (•, -)H and that the norm || • ||^+ in 
H + is such tha t
|| • 11Ho < II • IIH+- (3.9)
Each element f  £ Ho generates a linear continuous functional ( /, •) on 
H+ by the formula
u € H +  (3.10)
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We introduce a new norm on H0, denoted by || • ||#_, by taking the norm 
of /  as the norm of the functional ( /, •):
II/IIh- := sup (  l(.f’ “ )Ho1 | U € H+, u ±  o | . (3.11)I \ \ U \ \ h +  )
Now we complete H0 in the norm (3.11) and obtain a Banach space //_ , 
which is called the space with negative norm. Thus we have constructed the 
chain
H + C H 0 C H -  (3.12)
of spaces with positive, zero and negative norms. One also says that (3.12) 
is a rigging of the Hilbert space Ho by spaces H+ and .
Each element a  G is clearly a linear continuous functional on H+, so 
that
H -  C (H+y, (3.13)
where (H+)' denotes the dual space of H+. We will write (a ,u ) / /0 or (a, u) 
for the action of the functional a  on an element u G H+. It is obvious that
|( a ,u)Ho| < |H |//_ |M |//+, ol G //_ , u G //+ , (3.14)
which is a generalization of the Cauchy inequality.
In fact, H_ is a Hilbert space. That is, one can introduce a scalar product 
(’> ')h- on so H -  is a Hilbert space and the norm || • \\h_ is given 
through (*,■)#_> i.e., ||or||//_ =  y /(a ,a )n_, ot G H_. One can show that 
H_ =  (H+)\  i.e, H_ can be thought of as the dual space of H+. This means 
that any linear continuous functional I G (H +); is of the form l(u) = (a, u)h0, 
u G //+ , for some a  G H-.
A rigging H+ C H0 C H_ is called quasi-nuclear if the inclusion operator 
O : H+ —> Ho is a quasi-nuclear (i.e., Hilbert-Schmidt) operator:
OO
£ H Oe"HH0 < OO,
71=1
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where (en) ^ =1 is an orthonormal basis of H+. In fact, the inclusion operator 
O : H + —> H q is quasi-nuclear if and only of the inclusion operator O' : H0 —> 
H _ is quasi-nuclear.
Let us consider an example of a chain of Hilbert spaces. For any r  =  
CnOibLu Tk >  0 , we define
M r)  ~  |  (A)r=i 6  » N I £  < 0 0 1  (3'15)
and for any /  =  (/*)£=!, 0  =  (flfc)jfeLi € ^ ( r )  we define
00
(/> #k (r) := fk9krk- (3.16)
k = l
Then ^2(r) is a Hilbert space.
Suppose tha t r* > 1, fc 6  N. Then evidently ^2(t) C 2^ and || • ||/2 < 
|| • ||/2(T). Denote by £2,0 all finite sequences
• • • i fNi  0 , 0 , . . . ) ,
where / i , - . . , / j v  € R, N  G N. Clearly, £2,0 C ^2(t)  and £2,0 is dense in 
£2• Therefore, ^2(r) is dense in £2 . Furthermore, by the definition of ^2(r), 
for each /  G ^2(r), | | / | | / 2 < ||/||*2(t)- Therefore, we may set H0 = £2 and 
H+ =  It can be shown that
H -  =  i 2{T~l ), t ~ 1 : =
Thus, we get the chain
e2{ r )  c e 2 c  c2 ( t ~ 1).
Furthermore, the inclusion Q £2 is quasi-nuclear if and only if
00 1
£  -  <  0 0 . (3 .17)
fc=i Tfc
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For example, one can choose =  k2 in order to get the quasi-nuclear em­
bedding of 72 (t ) into 72.
Let now Ho be a separable Hilbert space. Thus, H0 has an orthonormal 
basis (en)5JLj. We define a unitary operator
I  : H0 -+e2
by setting for every /  =  X X i fk^k G 770, I f  := ( /i , / 2, fz, • • •) € i 2.
Then, we fix a sequence r  as above and define a Hilbert space H+ = 
7- 172(t)  with scalar product (u, v)h+ = (Iu, /u )/2(r), u,v  G H+. Thus, for 
any /  =  XX1 9 = XX i 9k^k from 7/+, we have
oo
( /> # ) //+ = y :  fk9krk
k = l
Then, H+ is densely and continuous embedded into 770, and in fact 7 may 
be extended by continuity to a unitary operator 7 : //_  —> 72( t _1). Thus, we 
get a rigging 77+ C Ho C 77_ and it is quasi-nuclear if and only if condition
(3.17) is satisfied.
Let now 77+ C 770 C 77_ be a quasi-nuclear rigging. We denote by 
^f(77_) the cylinder ^-algebra on 77_, i.e., the minimal cr-algebra on 77_ 
which contains all cylinder sets of the form
^ ( / l i . . . ,  / n, >4) =  {a; G 77_ : ((a;, /i), • • • , (a;, /„)) € 4^}
for some 6  77+ and y4 E H(]Rn). The following theorem is an
infinite dimensional generalization of the classical Bochner theorem on the 
Fourier transform of a probability measure.
T heo rem  3.1 (Minlos). Let 77+ C 770 C 77_ be a quasi-nuclear rigging. Sup­
pose F  : 77+ —► C. Then F  is the Fourier transform of a unique probability
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measure P  on (77_,^(77_)), i.e.
F ( f )  = f e ^ d P M ,  /  e  H+, (3.18)
J h-
if  and only if
•  F(  0) =  1,
• F is positive definite, i.e., for all c i , . . . ,  cn E C, n E N, / i , . . . ,  f n € 
H +:
n
CiCjF(fi -  f j)  > 0 ,
*.j=i
•  F is continuous on H+.
Let again 77+ C 770 C 77_ be a quasi-nuclear rigging and we define
F ( / )  =  exp , /  € 77+.
One can easily verify that the function F : 77+ —► C satisfies the conditions 
of the Minlos theorem. Therefore, there exist a unique probability measure 
P on (T7_,^fff(T7_)) such that
J  e* < ^ d P M  =  exp ( - i l l / l l ^ )  , f e H +. (3.19)
Let us fix any /  E 77+. Then for each a E R
f  ei<,<" '/>dP(w) =  /  ei(“'o/>dP(w)
J h_
 ^ .2 1| #>1(2
— exP I ~ 2 a ll/llffo
Therefore, under P the random variable (•, / )  has Gaussian distribution with 
mean 0 and variance ||/ ||/ /0. Hence, for each /  E 77+, we have JH ( u j ,  f ) 2F(du)
Therefore, the linear operator /  : H+ —> L2(//_ ,dP ) given by (If)(uj) = 
( a ; , / ) ,  u j  G //_ , may be extended by continuity to an isometric operator 
I  : H0 -+ L2(//_ , dP).
Now for each /  G H0, we denote by ( u j ,  f )  the random variable on //_  
which is the image of /  under I, i.e., (u j , f ) := (If)(uj). It can be easily 
checked tha t formula (3.19) remains true for each /  G i/o- Thus, we get a 
family ((<*>,/ ) ) /e //0 °f random variables, i.e., a random field, such that each 
( u j ,  f )  is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0, i.e.,
The probability measure P is called the Gaussian white noise measure.
As a conclusion, we may state that, for any separable Hilbert space Ho 
there exist a probability space (f2, A, P)  and a family ( Y ( / ) ) / e # 0 of random 
variables on it such that each Y  ( /)  is Gaussian random variable with mean
Indeed we only need to construct a quasi-nuclear rigging of Ho : H+ C 
Hq C //_ , then we define the Gaussian white noise measure n  on //_ , and
T h eo rem  3.2. There exists a random field (Y ( x ) ) x£x  on a probability space 
(0, A,  P) such that the mapping
and
Cov ( ( u J ) , ( u j ,g ) ) =  f  ( u j , /) ,  ( u j , g)dF(uj) 
JH_
=  (/, 9)h0-
0 and E (Y ( f )Y (g ) )  = (f, g)Ho.
then set Y ( f )  =  ( - , / ) , /  e  H0.
X  x fl 3 (x , uj) i—>■ Y ( x , uj) (3.20)
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is measurable, and for a-a. a. x  G X ,  Y(x)  is a Gaussian random variable 
with mean 0 and such that
Remark 3.1. The statement of Theorem 3.2 is well-known if the integral 
kernel of the operator K  admits a continuous version (see e.g. Theorem 1.8 
and p. 456 in [44]). In the latter case, (Y(x))xex  is a Gaussian random field 
and formula (3.21) holds for all (x,y)  G X 2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Consider a standard triple of real Hilbert spaces
Here the Hilbert space H+ is densely and continuously embedded into Hq, 
the inclusion operator H+ Ho is of Hilbert-Schmidt class, and the Hilbert 
space H _ is the dual space of H+ with respect to the center space H0.
Let P be the standard Gaussian measure on //_ , i.e., the probability 
measure on the cylinder cr-algebra ^ ( i /_ )  which has Fourier transform
Gaussian random variable and by (3.7), (3.21) holds.
Hence, it remains to prove that there exists a random field Y  =  ( Y (a;))^.*
for a <S> P-a.a. (x, uj). To this end, we fix any A G Bq(X) and denote by 
13(A) the trace cr-algebra of B(X)  on A. We define a set V a of the functions
E ( y (Y)2) =  K(x, x) for a-a.a. x  G X , 
E(Y(x )Y (y ) )  = K(x ,y ) for a92-a.a. (x,y)  G X 2.
(3.21)
H+ C H0 = L 2{X,a)  C H _ .
By (3.6), we set for cr-a.a. x G X ,  Y ( x ,u )  := (uj,1Ci(x,-)), where JC(x,-) 
denotes the function of y given by || (x,y)  for a fixed x. Hence Y(x)  is a
for which the mapping (3.20) is measurable and such that Y (x , lj) = Y(x,  u)
where A* G B(A),  /* G //+ , i =  1, . . . ,  n. Define a linear mapping
I  a • Da —> L2(A x H_, cr 0  P) (3.23)
by setting, for each u G T>\ of the form (3.22),
n
(IAu)(x ,u)  = (x ,u)  G A x / / _  .
i = l
Clearly, / a can be extended to an isometry
IA : L2(A x A > ® 2) L2(A X  / / _ ,  (7  0  P),
and we have I  a =  1a 0  / ,  where 1a is the identity operator in L2( A, cr) and 
the operator I  is as above.
Fix any u G L2(A x  X,<j®2). As easily seen, there exist a sequence 
(un)^= i C T>a such tha t un —► u in L2(A x X, cr®2) and for cr-a.a. i  G A, 
un(:r, •) —> u(x, •) in L 2(X,cr) Hence, for a-a.a. i G A ,  Iauu(x , •) —> /a^(z , •) 
in L2(i/_ ,P ), which implies:
Now, denote by /C^ the restriction of /Ci to the set A x X .  For <j-a.a. 
x  G A, we define Ya(t) := (/a/C^)(x, •). Hence, by (3.24), for a-a.a. i g A ,  
yA(*) =  F ( i )  P-a.e. Finally, let (An)^L2 C Bq{X) be such that An flA m =  0 
if n ^  m  and U^Li An =  A". Setting V(a:) := Fa„(^) for a-a.a. a: G An, n G N, 
we conclude the statement. Evidently, the definition of Y(x)  is independent 
of the choice of the sets Lambdan. □
3.1.5 M om ents o f G aussian w hite noise m easure
In this section, we will present the classical result about the moments of 
Gaussian white noise measure. Our presentation is based on [7] and we will 
give a much more detailed proof of the moments theorem.
(/a«)(x,cj) =  (o;,u(x, •)) for P-a.a. uj G H _ . (3.24)
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Let again H+ C H0 C //_  be a quasi-nuclear rigging of a real sepa­
rable Hilbert space H0 and let P be the Gaussian white noise measure on 
H-.  Recall that, for each /  E Hq we defined a random variable (a; , / )  from 
L2{H_,dP).
For each n  E N, the n-th moment of P is defined by 
C'„(/1, . . . , / „ ) : =  [  <c ,^/!>••• (^,/„>P(rfw), / i , . (3-25)
JH_
(Later on we will see that the integral indeed exists)
T heo rem  3.3. (Moments of Gaussian white noise measure) We have
G2n+l(/l) • • • , / 2n+l) =  0 (3.26)
G2ni.fl} • • • , / 2n) =  /fjtfo  ' * ‘ (fkn,fln)H0i (3.27)
iv/iere / i , . . . ,  f 2n+i £ 7f0 aiid the summation in (3.27) is over all possible 
pairing of the numbers 1 , 2 , . . . ,  2n, i.e., a// possible partition of 1 , 2 , . . . ,  2n 
in£o n pairs {fci, Zi}, • • • , {fcn, Zn}
Proof. We first consider the special case where f \  = f 2 = • ■ • = fn = f  Hq. 
Then,
j f  <u))/ ) " P ( d a > ) = * - " ( ^ ) n |(=0^  e“<^>P(«Jw)
=  r " ( s ) " l ‘= o /
For a smooth function /  : R —> R, we have the following well-known 
formula
dr_em  =  Y' n!(/(1)(i))’ni(/(2)(i))m2 • • ■ (/(n)(*))mt .
mi!(2 !)m277i2! . . .  (/c!)mfcmt!
m i + 2 m 2  H hfcm*. =7i
(3.28)
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Setting 
we have
m  = (3.29)
/'(*) =  ~t\\f\\2Ho,
/"(<) = -Il/ll«„, /<">(«) =  0 , n >  3.
Hence,
f"(0) = - \ \ f \ \ 2Ho
/<">(0 ) =  0 i f  n >  2.
Thus, now (3.28) reduces to
f£_ /(,), _ =  V -  ll/ll/fp)m2
dtn ^  (2 !)m2m2!m2GZ+:2m2=n
Therefore, it follows that
c2„+i(f, ...,/) = o, C2n(/, ...,/) = §§||/||3£-
Let F? : H q —► R be an n-linear mapping, that is, for any i G {1, . . .  ,n} 
and any fixed / i , . . . ,  /*_i , /*+i, •■■,/«, the mapping
£(/l> • • • 5 f i - 1> •» /i+lj • • • > fn) '• H0 —i> R
is linear. For each /  G H0j we denote F?(/) := F?(/ , . . . , / ) .  Then the 
following polarization identity holds (see e.g. [5]). For any / i , . . . ,  f n G H0,
^ ( / l )  ■ ■ ■ ) /n) =  I)””P £  ^ ( / fcl +  / fc2 + ------h / fc„).
p= 1 l<fci<fc2<-"<fcp<n
Thus, the n-linear mapping B  is completely identified by B.
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Now for any / 1}. . . ,  f n £ H0, by Holder’s inequality
[  |<^) / i )  • "  (u, f n)\F(duj) 
JH-
<
<
Thus, the moments of Gaussian white noise measure are well defined. We 
note that, for each n G N  the mapping Hq 3 ( / i , . . . ,  f n) —> Cn( / i , . . . ,  f n) £ 
E  is n-linear. On the other hand, the right hand sides of (3.26) and (3.27) 
are also (2n +  1)—linear and (2n)—linear mappings, respectively. Therefore,
3.2 Perm anental point processes
In this section we will discuss a class of Cox point processes which are called 
permanental (or boson-like). The kernel JC(x,y) from subsection 3.1.3 will
the available literature (see [10, 44]), in our presentation of these processes 
we will not assume that the correlation kernel is continuous.
Following [45, 44], we introduce the notion of o;-permanent, also called 
a-determinant. Let a  £ E  be fixed. For a square matrix A = (ajj)" -=i, we 
define its a-permanent as follows:
Here Sn denotes the group of all permutations of {1 , 2 , . . . ,  n}, and for £ £ Sn 
n(£) denotes the number of cycles in £. In particular, for a = — 1,
the theorem holds in the general case. □
play the role of a correlation kernel (to be explained below). Compared with
n
(3.30)
n
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so that per_ 2 A is the usual determinant of A. For a = 1,
n
per2 A  =  £ 1 1
{ € S n i = 1
so that per^Tl) is the usual permanent of A.
Let the operator K  acting in L2(X, a) be as in subsec. 3.1.3. Let the 
kernel JC(x,y) of K  be also chosen as in subsection 3.1.3. Let a random field 
( y (x))xex  be as in Theorem 3.2.
P ro p o sitio n  3.1. For each n e  N, we have
E ( Y 2(x i) • • • Y 2(xn)) = per2 (K{xu Zj))"J=1, (xu . . . ,  x n) £ X n. 
Proof. By the definition of a-permanent, we have:
n
per2 {^{xu Xj))ni j=l = ^  2n_n(0 J |/C (a :i, ^ ( i)).
i =  1
Note that a permutation £ can be identified with the sequence of correspond­
ing cycles
£  =  { ( ^ 1 ? ^ 2 > • • • j { k m i + l >  • • • i ^7711+7/12)5 • ■ • 1 { k m i+ m .2 - \  l-77i n ( ^ ) _ i + l ? • • • 5 ^ 7 7 ) )
(3.31)
Here, £(£,) =  k2, £{k2) = k3, . . .  .{(fc^-x) =  kmi, £(kmi) = ku  and analo- 
gously for the other cycles. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
ki = 1 ,
^ 7 7 1 1  +  1    m i n { ^ 7 7 l l  +  l  J ^ 7 7 7 1 + 2 7  • • • J ^ 7 7 7 1 + 7 7 1 2
k m \+ r r i2 - \  H ™ n (0 -1  +  1 ^ i ^ { ^ ' 777l + 7772H----- f-Wln (4 )_ l +  l  J ' ‘ ‘ J ^ 77}
and
^ 1  ^7771 +  1 ^  ^7771+7772 +  1 ^  ^  ^7771+7772-1 |-777n ( £ ) _  i  + 1  •
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In (3.31), the first cycle contains mi  elements, the second cycle contains 
ra2 elements, etc. Hence,
2n-7l(£) _  2mi~l . 2m2-l . . . 2mn(^)-!
Next, let us write down the product Y 2{xi) • • • Y 2{xn) as
(3.32)
Y ( Xl) - - - Y ( x n) Y ( x i ) - - - Y ( x n) (3.33)
with imaginary bar in the middle, which divides the product into the left 
and right hand side parts. Consider a collection of pairings of (3.33) which 
connect elements on the left with elements on the right. Let us call such a 
collection of pairings a standard collection. For example,
Y(x 1)Y (x2)Y (x3)Y (x 4)  | Y(xj)Y (x2)Y (x3)Y (x4)
Then, every standard collection identifies a permutation £ which maps 
the number of every variable on the left to the number of the variable on 
the right which is paired with the left one. For example, the pairings in the 
above formula identify the permutation
1 2  3 4 
2 4 3 1
For every standard collection of pairings, the corresponding term in the ex­
pectation of Y 2(xi) • • • Y 2(xn) is clearly n?=i x i> ^(o)* see Theorem 3.3. 
However, a general collection of pairings of (3.33) should not necessarily be 
standard. We will now describe a procedure of the change of a collection of
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pairings such that the resulting collection will always be a standard collec­
tion.
Let us first consider a simple example:
Y(X])Y (x2)Y (x3)  | Y(xj)Y (x2)Y (x3)
which identifies the expression
/C(xi, x 3)JC(x2, Xi )JC(x2, x 3)
in the expectation. We start with the left x\. It is paired with the left x 3. 
So, instead of this pairing we will take the pairing which connects the left 
X\ with the right x 3, which gives us 4(1) =  3, while the x 3 which was on the 
right is moved to the left. Next, the left x 3 is paired with the right x2, which 
requires no changes and gives us 4(3) =  2. Finally, the left x 2 is connected to 
the right Xi, which again requires no changes and gives us 4(2) =  1. Thus, 
the required standard collection is
Y(x ])Y(x2)Y(x3)  | Y(xj)Y (x2)Y (x3)
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It is easily seen that this procedure can be carried out in the general 
case. Just start with the left x\ and look at the pairing. If it connects x\ 
with a right element £$(i), then leave it without changes, otherwise swap 
the left and right x ^ y  Next take 2^ (1) on the left and look at the pairing. 
If it connects with x ^ i ) )  on the right, then leave it without changes, 
otherwise swap xp(i) on the left and on the right, etc, until we close the cycle 
(1 =  k\, /c2, • • •, kmi). Then we start with the left variable which has number 
min({l, 2 , . . . ,  n} \  {&i, fc2, . . . ,  kmi}) and continue this procedure until we 
close the second cycle (kmi+i, kmi+27. . . ,  kmi+rri2). Next we start with the left 
variable which has number
min({l, 2 , . . . ,  72} \  {&i, &2, • • •, kmi, kmi^.\^. . . ,
and continue as before.
Finally we have to calculate how many collections of pairings lead to the 
same standard collection which identifies a permutation £ as in (3.31). It is 
evident that we need to calculate the number of collections of pairings which 
identify each separable cycle and then multiply these numbers. Let us look 
at the number of the pairings which identify the cycle (1 =  &i, fc2, • • •, kmi). 
So, we start with the left Xi = x ^  and then we have two possibilities: either 
Xk2 is on the left or it is on the right. After modification of the first pairing, 
if it is necessary, we look at the left Xk2 and again have two possibilities: 
either Xk3 is on the right or it is on the left. Again, if necessary, we modify 
the pairing and look at the left Xk3 and so on. Thus, the total number 
of possibilities is 2mi_1. Hence, the total number of different collections of 
pairings is 2mi~12m2~1 • • • 2mn^ ~ 1. Comparing this with (3.32) we conclude 
the proposition. □
Next, let us fix I 6 N and let us take I independent copies of the random
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field (Y(x ))xex  as above. We call these copies (Yi{x))x&xi  i = 1 ,2 , . . . , / .  We 
define a new random field
g(x) = Y f t x )  + Y22(x ) +  . . .  +  Y,2(x), x e X .  (3.34)
The following theorem generalizes Proposition 3.1.
T h eo rem  3.4. For each n £ N, we have
^{g{x i )  ■ ■ • g{xn)) = perz[l}C{xi, x j )]lj=1, (xu . . . , x n) € X n.
Proof. We have
per|
/ 9 \ n_n(0 n= E (7) cn «:(**, *«o)
4=1
=  2"-n(° / n(0 (3-35)
4=1
Now, by the definition of g(x)
®(g(xi) • - - g(xn))
=E (E E • • • E • • • >£(*«))
\ 4 i  =  l  42 =  1 47i =  l  /
= e (  e  (n^))(n^))-(n^v,)) ,
\(»7l.»72»—.»7i)€Pi({l ,2 ,. . .,n}) h € . m  t 2 & m  U & V I  )
(3.36)
where P/({1,2 , . . . ,  n}) denotes the collection of all ordered partitions of 
{ 1 ,2 ,... ,n} into I parts, and := ^  Hence,by (3.36),
^ {g (x  i) • - - g M )
e  E((n^))(n^))---(n^))] .
(f?l:T ?2v ,7?0eA ({l ,2 , . . . ,n })  \  4l6T)l 42^472 4/€r)j /
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Since, the random field (Yi(x))xeX , (*2(z))xex  , • • •> (Yi{x))xeX are indepen­
dent, we have get
e  w -ri)  • ■ • g(x „)) = y .  e ( n  y i2(^ .) )E ( n  y22( ^ ) )
( m m , — , V i ) € p l ({!■&■■>n }) h t v i  i 2 ^ V 2
(3.37)
u£m
\
For any subset rj = { j i , j 2 , • • • , jk}  of { 1 )2 ,..., n}, we define
JC{xjx, Xjx) JC(xjx, Xjz) • • • JC(xjx, Xjfc)
JC(xj2,Xjx) )C(xj2, Xj2) ••• K,(KXj2, Xjfc)
F(a;i,a;2, . .. ,a:n;?y) := p e r2
y JC(xjk, 2;^) K,{xjk, :rj2) • • • fc{xjk) )y
Then, by (3.37) and Proposition 3.1,
E ( 0 (a ;i)---0 (xn))
=  F (x i,a:2 ,...,X n;m )^(^ i)^2 ,..-,^n ;?72)
(»7l,772,-.,»7l)eJDl({l»2,...,n})
• • -F(a;i,a;2,- • • jZnJty)-
Fix any (?7i , 772, - . . , 77;) E P/({1,2 , . . .  ,n}). We note that any collection 
£i) £2) • • •, €1 of permutations of 771, rj2, . . . ,  %  respectively, yields a permu­
tation £ of { 1 ,2 ,... , n}. Furthermore, by (3.32), we have
Hence,by (3.37),
E(p(a;i)---p(a:n))
=  ^  2n_n(^7V(/, O ^ i » ^ ( 2)) • • • K-(xn, ar€(„})
t€Sn
(3.38)
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Here N(l,£)  denotes the number of all possible collections of permutations 
£1, £2 , • • •, £z of some (7/1, 772, - - -, 771) € Pi({ 1,2, — , n}) which yields the per­
mutation £ of { 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  n}.
L et Vn{z) be  th e  cycles o f a  p e rm u ta tio n  £ G 5 n . T h e n  each  cy­
cles tfi m u st b e  a  cycle in  one of th e  p e rm u ta tio n  £1? £2, • • • , £z of 7/1,7/2, • • •, t/z, 
respectively , w here  771,772, ,77/ £  Pi{{ 1 ,2 ,...  , n} ). T h erefo re , th e  n u m b er
iV(/, £) is eq u a l to  th e  n u m b er of all o rd e red  p a r ti t io n s  of th e  se t { 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  n (£ )}  
in to  I p a r ts . H ence,
w ( u ) =  £  1
rc(0 !
fci+A:2+...+fci=n(CT) 
n (0 - I fcl I fc2 fcj
x i!fc2! • • - fc/!
fcl,fc2,...,fcj=0,l,...,n(4) 
fci+fc2+---+fcj=n(^)
=  (1 + 1  +  • • • +  i ) nK)
Z times
=  ln&
Therefore, by(3.38)
E (g(x 1) • • • g(xn)) = 2n_n(0r (^ A:(a:i, ^ (i))/C(x2, a*(2)) • • • K(xn, x ^ n))
£€Sn
Thus, by (3.35), the theorem is proved. □
Thus, using the results of Section 2.5 and Theorem 3.4, we conclude
T h eo rem  3.5. Let the operator K  acting in L2(X ,a)  be as in subsec. 3.1.3, 
and let the kernel K(x ,y) of K  be also chosen as in subsection 3.1.3. Then, 
for each I G N, there exists a point process pS1^ in X  whose correlation func-
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tions are given by
/y/)Ozi, • • • , x n) = per±(l/C(xi,Xj))iJ=1 fora®n-a.a. (xu . . . , x n) E X n.
(3.39)
The satisfies condition (£^) and its Papangelou intensity is given by
r®(x, 7 ) =  1  ( x ;  l*K*)|2 I A  W - (3.40)
. 2 =  1
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Chapter 4
Markov process and Dirichlet 
forms
In this chapter, we will briefly recall some definitions and theorems con­
cerning unbounded linear operators, Markov processes, their generators, and 
construction of Markov processes through Dirichlet forms. For more details 
and proofs, see [6, 16, 33, 41, 42].
4.1 Unbounded linear operators and quadratic 
forms
Let H  be a real, separable Hilbert space. Let T>(A) be a linear subspace 
of if , i.e., T>(A) is a subset of H  and for any ai,a2 £ h \ ,h 2 G T>(A),
a\h\  +  a2h2 G T>(A). A linear operator A in H  with domain T>(A) is a 
mapping A  : T>(A) —► H  such that
A{cL\h\ +  <22^2) =  cl\AH\ +  o,2Ah2, hi, h2 G  o i ,  a2 G  R
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Thus, a linear operator A is characterized by its domain T>(A) and by the 
action of A on V{A).  We will write a linear operator as a pair (A,T>(A)) to 
stress the domain of A.
Define
rA : = { ( f , A f )  I f e V ( A ) }  c H x H .
Then is called the graph of the operator A. The operator A is called 
closed if 1^ 4 is a closed set in H  x H
If an operator (A,T>(A)) is not closed, we may take the closure of Ta in 
H  x / / ,  denoted by Ta- However, this closure is not necessarily a graph of 
a linear operator. Indeed, the set Ta may contain vectors of the form (f ,g i)  
and (/, #2) with gi ^  g2, so that Ta is not a graph of a mapping. We say that 
a linear operator (A ,V(A))  is closable if Ta is a graph of a mapping, i.e., 
there do not exist (/, <?i) and ( /, g2) in Ta with gi ^  g2. The linear operator 
( A , V ( A ) )  whose graph is is called the closure of (A,V(A)).  (Indeed, one 
may check that if (A,T>(A)) is closable, then the corresponding closure is a 
linear operator.)
If V{A)  is a dense set in / / ,  then we say tha t a linear operator (A , T>(A)) 
is densely defined.
Let (A ,V(A))  be a densely defined linear operator. Assume that a vector 
g G H  is such that there exists g* G H  for which
W , 9 ) n  = ( f ,9 ' )  for all /  e  V(A),  (4.1)
Then we say that g G V(A*) and define A*g := g*. (Since T>(A) is dense 
in 7/, if g and g* as above exist, then for each g G H  there exists a unique 
g* G H  which satisfies (4.1).) (A*,T>(A*)) is a linear operator, and it is called 
the adjoint operator of (A,D(A)). It might happen that V(A*) = {0} and 
A* 0 =  0.
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A densely defined operator (A, T>(A)) is called symmetric if for any / ,  g G 
V(A),
{AS, 9) =  U,Ag) .
Clearly, for such an operator, V(A)  C T>(A*) and A*f  =  A f  for any /  G 
V ( A ), so tha t (A*, X>(A*)) is an extension of ('D(A), A). An operator (A, V(A))  
is called self-adjoint if (A*,V(A*)) = (A,V(A)).  A self-adjoint operator is 
a symmetric operator for which T>(A) = U(A*). Every symmetric operator 
(A, T>(A)) is closable and its closure (A, T>(A)) is also a symmetric operator. 
A symmetric operator (A, 'D(A)) is called essentially self-adjoint if its closure 
(A,X>(A)) is self-adjoint operator. In the latter case, the set T>(A) is called 
a core or a domain of essential self-adjointness of (A,D(A)).
An operator (A,£>(A)) is called non-negative if, for any /  G T>(A), 
(A/ ,  / )  > 0. A non-negative operator is symmetric.
Now, let T>(£) be a dense linear subspace of H. A mapping
€  : V{£)  x V{£)  -► R
is called a quadratic form if £  is linear in both argument. The set T>(£) is 
called the domain of the quadratic form £, and we will write (£, T>{£)) for 
this quadratic form. A quadratic form (£,£>(£)) is called symmetric if, for 
any f , g  G £>(£),
S ( f t9) = S ( g J ) .
(£, T>(£)) is called non-negative if £ ( / ,  / )  > 0 for any /  G £. A  non-negative 
quadratic form is symmetric.
A symmetric quadratic form (£ ,V(£)  is completely characterized by the 
values £ ( f , f ) ,  f  G £. Indeed, for any / ,  g G T>(£),
£ ( /,# )  =  ^ { £ ( f  + 9 , f  + 9) ~ £ { f  ~ 9 , f  ~ 9))-
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Sometimes, for /  G T>(£), we will just write £ ( f )  instead of £ ( f , / ) .
Assume that (£,£>(£)) is non-negative and define a scalar product on 
V{£)  by
( f , 9 )+ '■= ( / , P ) +  £ ( / , # ) •
A densely defined (i.e., T>(£) being dense in / /) ,  non-negative quadratic form 
is called closed if T>(£) is a Hilbert space with scalar product (•, •)+, i.e., if 
T>{£) is complete in the norm || • ||+ generated by the scalar product (•,•)+• A 
non-negative quadratic form (£, T>(£)) is called closable if for any sequence 
{ /„ } ~ i C T>(£) such that f n —> 0 is H  as n —> oo, and £ ( f n — f m) —► 0 as 
n, m —» + 0 0 , we have £ ( /n, f n) 0 as n —> 0 0 .
Assume that a non-negative quadratic form (£,T>(£)) is closable. Let 
{/n}n=i C T>(£) be a Cauchy sequence with respect to the norm || • ||+. Then 
{fn}%L  1 is a Cauchy sequence in H  and let /  G H  be the limit of { f n }^Li  in  
H. Let T>(£) be the set of all such /  G H.  Furthermore, for any / ,  g G T>(£), 
set
€ ( f , g )  =  l im € { f n , 9n), n —► 00
where { /n) w  C £>(£), {pn} ^ i  C V(£)  and f n - > f  and gn -> g with respect 
to the norm || • ||+ as n —> 0 0 . The definition of a closable quadratic form 
ensures that the value £ ( f ,g )  is independent of the choice of { /n}^Li and 
In fact, (£,£>(£)) is a closed non-negative quadratic form, which is 
called the closure of ( £ , V (£)).
Theorem  4.1 (Friedrichs’ theorem). Let (£,U(£)) be a non-negative quad­
ratic form. Assume that there exists a linear operator A  : V(£) —> H such 
that
e( f , g)  = (Af,g),  f , g € V ( £ ) .
Then the quadratic form (£,T>(£)) is closable.
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T h eo rem  4.2. Assume that (£ ,V(£)) is a non-negative closed quadratic 
form. Then, there exists a self-adjoint operator (A, T>(A)) such that T>(A) is 
dense in T>{£) with respect to || • ||+ norm and, for any f  G T>(A), g G T){£),
The operator (A,T)(A)) as in Theorem 4.2 is called the generator of the 
closed quadratic form (£ , V (£ )).
Let us consider a linear symmetric oerator (A,T>(A)) in H, Assume that 
A  is not self-adjoint, that is, T>{A) is smaller then T>(A*). Assume that A  is 
non-negative. Define a quadratic form
Then £  is a non-negative quadratic form and by the Friedrichs’ theorem, 
(£,T>(£)) is closable. Let (£,T>(£)) be the closure of (£,T>(£)). Then, by 
Theorem 4.2, (£,T>(£)) has generator (A ,V(A)) ,  which is a self-adjoint op­
erator. Clearly, 'D(A) C T>(A) and for each /  G 'D(A) A f  = A f .  Thus 
(A,T>(A)) is an extension of (A,T>(A)). The operator (A,T>(A)) is called the 
Friedrichs’ extension of (A,V(A)).
4.2 Markov processes
Let A  be a Polish space. Consider a family {P x,t)x€X,t>o of probability mea­
sures on (X ,B (X ))  such that, for each A  G B ( X ), the mapping
is measurable. Let us assume that for each x G X  Px$ = 8X, the Dirac 
measure with mass at x , and furthermore, for any s, t > 0 and A  G J3(X),
( Af , g )  =  e ( f , g ) .
£ ( f , g )  =  ( Af , g) ,  f , g e V ( £ ) : = V ( A ) .
X  3 x i—> PX{A) G K
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Then, for each x  G X ,  by Kolmogorov’s existence theorem, there exists a 
stochastic process (Mx(t))t>o taking values in X  such that M (0) =  x  a.s. (x  
being called the starting point of the process), and for any 0 < t\ < t2 < 
^  ^  ^n+lj -^11 • • • i An G 13(X^
P(Mx(ti) G A i , . . . ,  M x(tn) G ;4n)
Such a process is called a time homogeneous Markov process. This process 
has ‘no memory’, which can be mathematically written as follows: for any 
0 < h  < t2 < . . .  < tn and any A l l A2l. . . ,  A n, An+1 G B(X),
P(M x(tn+1) G A n+i | Mx(ti) G Ai, Mx(t2) G A 2, . . . ,  M x(tn) G j4n )
=  P x ( . A f x ( t n + 1 ) ^  -^ n + 1  | ^ x { ^ n )  £  -^ n )-
Thus, each probability measure PX:t describes the distribution of a stochastic 
process My at time s + 1 (s > 0) given that at time s, the process is at x. 
This is why these measures are called transition probabilities.
Recall that a mapping [0, -foo) 3 1 1-> R(t) G X  is called cadlag, or right 
continuous with left limits if, for any t > 0 and for any sequence {£n}£Li such 
that tn > t and tn —► t as n —► oo, we have R(tn) —> R(t)  as n —> oo (right 
continuity) and for any t > 0 and any sequence {£n}£=± such that tn < t  and 
tn —> t as n —> oo, the sequence {R{tn)}^=i converges in X .
Often we will drop the lower index x  in the notation of a Markov process 
Mx and just write o- Under some additional conditions on transition
probabilities, one may choose a version of a Markov process such that each 
sample path becomes a cadlag function, (or in some cases even a continuous 
function). From now on we will assume that such a version of a Markov 
process has been choosen.
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Denote by D([0, + 0 0 ), X )  the set of all cadlag function on [0, + 0 0 ) with 
values in X .  So, by our assumption, each sample path of (M(t) ) t>o belongs 
to D([0, + 0 0 ), X).  We define a cr-algebra C on D([0, + 0 0 ), X )  as the minimal 
<T-algebra with respect to which all mappings of the form
are measurable.
Recall tha t the law of a stochastic process is the distribution of sam­
ple paths of this process. So, in our case, for each starting point x  G X  
we have a probability measure Px on (D ([0,+oo),X ),C ). So, we may al­
ways assume that, for each x G X ,  the corresponding probability space is 
(D([0, + 00 ), C, Px) and the Markov process is defined by
This is called a canonical realization of the process.
Clearly, every probability measure P  on (D([0, + 00 ) ,X),C)  defines a 
stochastic process (Y ( t ) ) t>0 by
So, let / i b e a  probability measure on X  and define a probability measure P
This measure yields a Markov process M  — (M(t))t>0 with a random start­
ing point. The measure fi is called the initial distribution of M. If it happens 
that, for any t > 0, the distribution of this process at time t , i.e., the distri­
bution of M(t)  is fi, then we say that the Markov process is stationary.
D([0, + 0 0 ), X )  3 u  1— > (u(ti),uj(t2 ) , . . . ,  w(tn)) G X n,
0 < ti < t2 < • • • < tn, n G N,
M(£, uS) = u(t).
Y ( t ,u )  =
on (D ([0,+oo),X ),C ) by
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Assume tha t for any bounded measurable functions / ,  <7 : X  —> R, we
have
Ix (X Pt^ dy^ ^ )  = jx iKJx RAdyMy)  ^■
Then the corresponding Markov process M  with initial distribution n  is called 
an equilibrium Markov process and the measure ft is called a symmetrizing 
measure for M.  The measure /i is stationary for M.
4.3 Generator of a Markov process
Let (Tt) t>0 be a family of bounded linear operators in H. (Tt)t>0 is called a 
semigroup if T0 =  1 and Ts+t = TsTt for any s, t > 0. A semigroup {Tt)t>0 
is called strongly continuous if for any /  G H, the mapping t 1—> Ttf  G H  is 
continuous. A semigroup (T*)*>o is called a contraction semigroup if it is a 
strongly continuous semigroup and furthermore, ||Tt || < 1 for alH  > 0. 
Define
T>(L) = ^ (pe  H \ there exists a limit lim — 4>) in H
Then, V(L)  is a dense, linear subset of H . Define,
L(f> := lim j  (Tt(f> — 4>), for each (j> G T>(L).
Then, (L, T>(L)) is a closed operator in H.
This operator (L,£>(L)) is called the generator of the contraction semi­
group (Tt)t>0 , and one writes,
Tt = etL.
Remark 4.1. For (p G T>(L), at least heuristically, we have:
=  lim y - e - < > ^
=  l i m i (Tt4>-<!>).
If each operator Tt of a contraction semigroup o is self-adjoint, then 
the generator (L,T>(L)) of this semigroup is a self-adjoint, non-positive defi­
nite operator, the latter meaning that (L f , / )  < 0 for any /  G T>(L).
Assume that we have a probability measure /x on (X, B(X)),  and we con­
sider the Hilbert space L2(X,  /x). Let (M(t ))t>o be an equilibrium Markov 
process on X  with stationary distribution /x and transition probabilities
(P t ,x\>0,x€X  •
Define for each /  G L2{X, /x) and t > 0,
(Ttf ) (x )  = [  f(u>)PttX(duj), x e X .  (4.2)
J x
Then, (Tt)t>o is a contraction semigroup in L2(A,/x) and the generator L 
of this semigroup is called the generator of the Markov procress. L is a 
self-adjoint operator in L2(X,fi).  In many cases, study of a Markov process 
reduces to study of its generator L in L2(X,  /x).
Let A  be a Polish space, let B(X)  be the Borel <r-algebra on X , and 
let m  be a probability measure on (A ,B(X)) .  Let (£,D(£))  be a closed, 
symmetric, non-negative, quadratic form on L2(X ,m).  Then (£ , D (£)) is 
called a Dirichlet form if, for each F  G D (£), we have (F  V  0) A  1 G D {£) 
and
£ ( ( F V 0 ) A 1) < £ ( F ) .
Let (£) D(£)) be a Dirichlet form on L2(X ,m).  For a subset A  C X ,  we 
define
D(£)a := {F  G D{£) \ F  = 0 o n X \ A } .
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A sequence (An)nGN of closed subsets of X  is called an 5-nest if
U
n€ N
is dense in D{£)  with respect to the norm
II ' 11+ :=  ( £ ( ’) +  II • IIl 2(X,m)) /  •
A subset N  C A  is called ^-exceptional if
N C
n€N
for some 5-nest (An)nGN. Note that every Borel 5-exceptional set has m  mea­
sure zero. A property of points in X  holds 5-quasi-everywhere (abbreviated 
5-q.e.) if the property holds outside some 5-exceptional set. Evidently, if a 
property holds 5-q.e., then it holds m-m.e.
Assume that there exists a subset T  of D(£ ) Pi C(X),  where C(X)  is the 
set of all continuous functions on E, which is dense in D(£)  with respect to 
the norm || • ||+ and such that the functions from T  separate points of X.  
The latter means that for any x ,y  E X ,  x ^  y, there exist /  G T  such that 
f ( x )  ^  f{y)- Then, the Dirichlet form (5, D{£)) is called quasi-regular if 
there exists an 5-nest (An)n€N consisting of compact sets in X.
Finally, let us define the notion of quasi-continuity. Let F  : A  —» R , A  C 
X .  And let (5, D(£)) be a Dirichlet form on L2(X ,m ).  Then the function F  
is called 5-quasi continuous if there exist an increasing sequence (An)nG^  of 
closed subsets of X  which form an 5-nest, (JnGN A n C A  and for each n G N 
the restriction of F  to An is a continuous function.
4.4 Conservative Hunt processes
Let us consider a special class of Markov processes which is called conservative 
Hunt processes.
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So let X  be a Polish space, and let (M(t) )t>o be a Markov process taking 
values in X  and defined on sample space Cl equipped with a <r-algebra T .  Let 
{Ft)t>o be the filtration generated by (M(t))t>o. For each x  G X  we denote 
by Px the probability measure on {Cl, T )  which corresponds to the process 
{Mx(t))t>o, i.e., to our Markov process starting at x. We also assume that, 
for each t > 0, there exist a mapping 6t : Cl Cl, called time shift, which 
satisfies
=  M 3+t(uj).
For all s > 0, we may now write our Markov process as follows:
M  = (Cl, T , {T t)t>o, (©t)t>o> (M(t))t>o, (Px)x£x)-
Such a process is called a conservative Hunt process if it satisfies the following 
additional properties:
•  (Normal property) PX(M{0) =  x) =  1 for all x  G X .
• (Infinite life-time) Px(M(t)  G X  for a l l t  > 0) =  1 for all x  G X.
•  (Right continuity) For each lj G Cl, [0, oo) 3 t i—> M (t ,u )  G X  is right 
continuous.
• (Strong Markov property) For every (^i)f>o-stopping time r  and every 
probability measure m  on {X, B{X)),
Pm{M{r + t ) e  A \ P T) = PX(r){X{t) G A) Pm-a.s.
for all A  G B{X)  and t > 0. Here, Pm{-) := f x m(dx)Px(-).
•  (Left limits) For every probability measure m  on {X, B(X)),  limsj* M (s) 
exists in X  for a l l t  > 0 Pm-a.s.
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• (quasi-left continuity) For every probability measure m on (X, J3(X)), 
if t ,  rn, n G N, are (^r/ ,m)i>o-stopping times such tha t rn f r ,  then 
X ( r n) - 5" X ( t )  as n —* oo Pm-a.s. Here, •F/>m denotes the completion 
of the cr-algebra ^  with respect to the probability measure Pm(i.e. we 
add to all sets from T  which are of zero measure Pm.)
Let m  be a probability measure on (X,B).  Let M  and M'  be two Hunt 
processes with state space X .  Denote by (Tt)t>o and (T/)t>o, their corre­
sponding semigroups (see (4.2)). Then M  and M'  are called m-equivalent if 
there exist a set S  G B{X),  such that
• m ( X  \ S )  = 0 ;
• S  is both M-invariant are M'-invariant;
• (Ttf ) ( x ) = (T{ f) (x ) for each t > 0 , each bounded measurable function 
/  : X  —► R and each x  G S.
Recall that S  being M-invariant means that there exist Cl G T  such that 
{M q f | ( *  \  £) 7^  0 for some t > 0 } C Cl and Px(Cl) = 0 for all x  G 5'. Here 
M q is the closure of {M s{lj) \ s G [0,t]} in X .
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Chapter 5 
Glauber and Kawasaki 
dynamics for perm anental 
point processes
In this chapter we will study two types of equilibrium dynamics of an infinite 
particle system which leave a permanental point process invariant. These 
dynamics are Glauber (spatial birth-and-death) and Kawasaki (a dynamic of 
hopping particles).
5.1 Equilibrium Glauber and Kawasaki dy­
namics —  general results
Let a space X  and a measure a on (X ,B (X ) )  be as in subsection 3.1.3.
Let us start with an informal description of Glauber and Kawasaki dy­
namics. A Glauber dynamics is a stochastic dynamics of an infinite particle 
system in which particles randomly appear (are born) and disappear (die).
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It is a Markov process whose formal (pre-)generator has the form 
{Lg F)(7 ) =  ^ d ( x , 7 \a:)(F(7 \ x ) - F ( 7 ))+  f  a(d x )b (x^ ){F (^U x)-F (y ) ) .
x£~f ^
(5.1)
The coefficient d(x , 7  \  x) describes the rate at which particle x  of configura­
tion 7  dies, while b(x, 7 ) describes the rate at which, given configuration 7 , 
a new particle is born at x.
A Kawasaki dynamics is a Markov process on T in which particles ran­
domly hop over the space X .  The Markov (pre-) generator of such a dynamics 
is given by
{Lk F)(  7 ) = ^ 2  f  c(z, y, 7  \  x )(F ( 7 \ x U y )  -  F(y))er(dy). (5.2)
x€j X
The coefficient c(x , y, 7  \  x) describes the rate at which particle x  of config­
uration 7  hops to ?/, taking the rest of the configuration, 7  \  x, into account.
Generally speaking, both Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics are not equi­
librium dynamics. Let fi be a point process on X  which satisfies the (E^.) 
property, i.e., there exists Papangelou intensity r(x, 7 ) of the measure /x: for 
each measurable function F  : X  x T x  —*■ [0, + 00], we have
[  ^ 2 F (x i7)v{dy) = / v(dy) f  a(dx)r{x,7 )F(x , ' yUx) .  (5.3)
The condition (S'CT) can be thought of as a kind of weak Gibbsianess of /i. 
Intuitively, we may treat the Papangelou intensity as
r(x, 7 ) =  exp[—E ( x , ry)], (5.4)
where E( x , t ) is the relative energy of interaction between particle x and 
configuration 7 .
Then it is easy to see which conditions the coefficients b and d, respectively 
c, must satisfy in order that the operators Lq and L k  be symmetric in
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L2(Yx ,n)  (and so A4 is a symmetrizing, and so invariant measure of the
•  b(x,  7) =  r ( x , ' y ) d ( x , ry) (for the  G lauber dynam ics)
•  r ( x , 7 ) c ( x , y , j )  = r ( y , ' y ) c ( y , x , y )  (for the  Kawasaki dynam ics)
So, let fi be a  point process in X  which satisfies the  condition (E^), i.e., 
(5.3) holds.
To define an equilibrium  G lauber dynam ics for which (i is a  sym m etrizing 
m easure, we fix a  dea th  coefficient as a  m easurable function d : X  x  T x  —> 
[0, +00], and then  define a b irth  coefficient b : X  x T x  —► [0 , +00] by
To define a Kawasaki dynam ics, we fix a  m easurable function c : X 2 x 
[0, +00] which satisfies
r (x ,7 )c (x ,y ,7 )  =  r ( y ,7)0(2/,a:,7 ), (a:,y ,7) G X 2 x I * .  (5.6)
We will also assum e th a t  the  function c ( x , y , 7) vanishes if a t least one of the  
functions r(x,  7) and r(y , 7) vanishes, i.e.,
Here, for a  set j4 , denotes the  ind icato r function of A  We refer to  
[31, R em ark 3 .1] for a  justification of th is assum ption. Let us recall th is 
argum entation.
As we discussed, th e  coefficient c(x , y ,  7  \  x)  describes the  ra te  of the  
jum p  of particle x  G 7 to  y. For each 7  G T x  and  x  G X  \  7, we in terp re ted  
r(x , 7) as exp[—E ( x ,  7)], where E ( x , ^ )  is th e  relative energy of in teraction
process). These conditions (called balance conditions) look as follows, see 
[20 , 21]:
b(x , 7) =  d(x, i ) r { x ,  7 ), ( i , 7 ) G l  x T x (5.5)
c(z, y, 7) =  c(x, y, 7 )X{r>o}(z, 7 )X{r>o}(?/, 7)- (5.7)
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betw een configuration 7 and  particle  x. Hence, if r(y , 7 \  x) =  0, th en  the  
relative energy of in teraction  betw een the  configuration 7  \  x  and particle  y 
is + 00 . Hence, it is in tu itively clear th a t  the  particle  x  cannot hop to  y, i.e., 
c(x , y, 7 \  x) should be equal to  zero. A sym m etry  reason also implies th a t  
we should have c(x , y, 7 \  x) — 0 if r (x , 7  \  x) =  0, i.e., if th e  relative energy 
of in teraction  betw een x  G 7  and  the  rest of configuration is 00.
We denote by .F C t^C oP O , T * ) the  space of all functions of the  form
T x  3 7 ^ ( 7 ) =  #((</h,7), • • • ,  (<Pn , 7)), (5.8)
where i V e N ,  ^ , . . . , ^ 6  C'o(X) and g G Ct^M ^). Here, CbQR^) denotes 
the  space of all continuous bounded functions on ~RN . We assum e th a t , for 
each A E Bo(X) ,
/ //(c/7) / 7(da:) d(x, 7 \  x) < 00, (5.9)
J  V x dA
/  Mrf7) /  7 ( ^ )  /  ^ y ) c ( a : , 2 / , 7 \ ^ ( X A W  +  XA(2/)) < 0 0 .  (5.10)
-'AC ./AC
As easily seen, conditions (5.9) and (5.10) are sufficient in order to  define 
quadra tic  forms
£g {F, G) : = [  //(c/7) [  y(dx) d(x, 7  \  x ) (F (7  \  a:) -  F (7 )) (G (7  \  z ) -  £ (7 ) ) ,  
a r x  jac
£k(F,G)  : =  i f  //(c/7) (  7  (da;) f  a { d y ) c { x , y , j \ x ) { F ( ' y \ x U y )  -  F{j) )
JY x  J X J AC
x (G(7 \  x U y) — G(y)),
where F, G €  F G b(G0(J>f),Tx ).
For th e  construction of th e  Kawasaki dynam ics, we will also assum e th a t  
the  following technical assum ptions holds:
3u , u e M  V A e B o ( X ) :
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/  7 (dx) /  a ( d y ) r ( x , j \ x ) ur ( y , y \ x ) vc ( x , y , ' y \ x )  G L2(TX ^ )  < oo.
J A J A
(5.11)
Note that in formula (5.11) and below, we use the convention  ^ := 0.
The following theorem was essentially proved in [31].
T h eo rem  5.1. (i) Assume that a point process p satisfies (5.3). Assume 
that conditions (3.1), (5.9), respectively (5.6), (5.7), (5.10), and (5.11) are 
satisfied. Let {J =  G,K. Then the quadratic form (£^,JrCh{Co(x),Tx)) is 
closable in L2{Yx->p) and its closure will be denoted by (£$,D(£#)). Further 
there exists a conservative Hunt process (Glauber, respectively Kawasaki dy­
namics)
m « =  ( ^ ) (>0, (ej)«>0, (x«W )t>o, ( / % ! * )
on Tx which is properly associated with (£#,/}(£#)), i.e., for all (p-version 
of) F  G L2(Tx ,p) and t > 0
r x  3 7  ~  p}F(7 ) := f  F(X>(t)) dP»
Jn»
is an £$-quasi continuous version of exp(tL$)F, where (—L$,D{Lf)) is the 
generator of (£$,D(£#)). M# is up-to p-equivalence unique. In particular, 
Af# is p-symmetric and has p as invariant measure.
(ii) Further assume that, for each A G Bo(X),
[  7 ( d x ) d { x ^ \ x )  G L2(Yx ,p), [  a(dx)b(x ,7 ) e L2(TX iP), (5.12)
J A J A
in the Glauber case, and
(  7 (dx) [  a ( d y ) c ( x , y , j \ x ) { x A ( x )  +  X a (v ) )  €  L 2(Tx ,p)  (5.13) 
J x  J x
in the Kawasaki case. Then JrCb(Co(X),Tx) C D(Lf), and for each F  G 
JrCb{Co(X),Tx), L$F is given by formulas (5.1) and (5.2), respectively.
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Proof. The statement follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in [31]. Note that, 
although these theorems are formulated for determinantal point processes 
only, their proof only uses the (E'CT) property of these point processes. Note 
also that condition (5.11) is formulated in [31] only for v = 1, however the 
proof of Lemma 3.2 in [31] admits a straightforward generalization to the 
case of an arbitrary [30]. D
Remark 5.1. Part (ii) of Theorem 5.1 states that the operator (-L$, D(Lf)) 
is the Friedrichs’ extention of the operator (—L^TC\,{Cq{X)^ Tx )) defined 
by formulas (5.1), (5.2), respectively (see Section 4.1).
Let us fix a parameter s G [0,1] and define
d(x, 7 ) : =  r(2;,7)s_1X{r>o}(^,7), (^ ,7 ) e X  x T x , (5.14)
6(0;, 7 ) : =  r(.T,7 )sX{r>o}(z,7 ), (a:, 7 ) e  X  x T x , (5.15)
c(z,y, 7 ) : =  a(x,?/)r(a:,7)s_1r(2/,7)sX{r>o}(^,7)X{r>o}(y,7),
{x, y, 7 ) £ X 2 x T x . (5.16)
Here the function a : X 2 —► [0, + 0 0 ) is bounded, measurable, symmetric (i.e., 
a(x,y) = a(y,x)), and satisfies
sup / a{x,y) a(dy) < 0 0 . (5-17)
x € X  J x
Note that the balance conditions (3.1) and (5.6) are satisfied for these coef­
ficients, and so is condition (5.7).
Remark 5.2. Note that, if X  = R d and a(x, y) has the form a(x — y) for a 
function a : —► [0,0 0 ), then condition (5.17) means that a G L l (Rd, dx).
(Here and below, in the case X  = R d, we use an obvious abuse of notation.) 
Remark 5.3. Using representation (5.4), we can rewrite formulas (5.14)- 
(5.16) as follows:
d(x, 7  \  x) = exp[(l -  s )^ (x ,7 \x)]x{£;<+oo}(^,7 \ ^ ) ,
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b(x, 7  \  x) = e x p [-s£ (z , 7  \  x ) ]x { e < + oo}(z, 7 \  z ), 
c(x, y , 7  \  a:) =  a(x, ?/) exp[(l -  s )£ (z , 7 \  x) -  sE(y,  7  \  x)] 
x  X{£<+oo}(^j 7  \  x )X{E<+oo}{Vi  7  \  #)•
So, if the corresponding dynamics exist, one can give the following heuristic 
description of them: Both dynamics are concentrated on configurations 7  E 
Tx  such that, for each x  E 7 , the relative energy of interaction between 
x  and the rest of configuration, 7  \  x, is finite; those particles tend to die, 
respectively hop, which have a high energy of interaction with the rest of 
the configuration, while it is more probable that a new particle is born at y, 
respectively x hops to y, if the energy of interaction between y and the rest 
of the configuration is low.
Let us assume that the point process /x satisfies:
VA € B0(X) : f 1 { d x ) £ L 2(Tx ,ii).
J  A
Then, by choosing u = 1 — s and v = — s in (5.11), we conclude from (5.17) 
that the coefficient c given by (5.16) satisfies (5.11).
5.2 Equilibrium Glauber and Kawasaki dy­
namics for perm anental point processes
We will now prove that, for a point process f i ^  as in Theorem 3.5, Glauber 
and Kawasaki dynamics with coefficients (5.14), (5.15) and (5.16), respec­
tively exist.
T h eo rem  5.2. Let the operator K  acting in L2( X 1a) be as in subsec. 3.1.3, 
and let the kernel K,{x,y) of K  be also chosen as in subsection 3.1.3. Let 
pSl\  I e N , be a point process as in Theorem 3.5. Then:
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(i) For p)l\  the coefficients d{x,^) and b(x, 7 ) defined by (5.14) and
(5.15), satisfy conditions (3.1) and (5.9) and so statements (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 5.1 hold, in particular, a corresponding Glauber dynamics exists.
(ii) Assume additionally that K,(x, x) is bounded outside a set A E Bq{X). 
Then for the coefficient c(x,y,  7 ) defined by (5.16), satisfies (5.6), (5.7), 
(5.10) and (5.11), and so statements (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5.1 hold, in 
particular, a corresponding Kawasaki dynamics exists.
Proof. We will only prove statement (ii) of Theorem 5.2, as the proof of 
statement (i) is similar and simper. Also, for simplicity of notation, we will 
only consider the case I = 1 (for I > 1 the proof being completely analogous). 
We will also omit the upper index ^  from our notation.
We already know that the coefficient c(x,y,  7 ) defined by (5.16) satisfies 
(5.6). By the very definition of c(x,y, 7 ), formula (5.16), condition (5.7) is 
satisfied. Furthermore, at the end of Section 5.1 we have already explained 
why condition (5.11) is satisfied. Thus, we only need to prove (5.10).
We start with the following
L em m a 5.1. For the permanental point process p under consideration, for 
each n E N and for a-a. a. x  E X
[  r (x , 7 )n tl {dry) < K(x, x)n. (5.18)
Proof. Recall that by E we denote the expectation with respect to the prob­
ability measure P defined by (2.26) with g(x) given by (3.34) (recall that 
I =  1 now). Recall also tha t we denote by K\{x, y) the integral kernel of the 
operator \[K.
Using Jensen’s inequality for conditional expectation (e.g. [3, 15.3 Theo­
rem]), (3.40), and Theorem 3.2, we have:
[  r ( x , y ) n p{dy) = (  P {dw) [  r g .^jUJ)(T(d'y)r(x, ry)n 
J r J n Jr
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=  I  ¥(duj ,dj )r(x, /y)n 
Jnx  r
=  E ( r (x ,7 )n)
=  E ( i ( y ( x ) 2 | ,F)n)
<  E (E (y (z )2n|.7r))
=  E(y(a:)2n)
=  [  ¥ (duj) f  Trs(.^j„ ( d ' f ) Y ( x f n 
Jn J  r
=  f  ¥{<L})Y(x)2" f  
Jn  J  r
=  f  ¥ (du>)Y{x)2n
=  *)"
2nn! ' ' >
for cr-a.a. x £ X .  □
By (5.3) we have, for each A E Bo (A"),
/  At(d7) /  7(<&) / <r(dy)c(a;,2/,7\a;)(xA(a;) + XA(2/))
*/ r w x  w x
=  /  M d7) /  ^(da:) /  ^ (dy)K a?>7)c(a:,y,7)(XA(^) +  XA(3/))
•/ r t/ x  »/ x
=  /  M d7) /  /  ^ W a (^ ,y ) r ( .T ,7 )sr(y ,7 )sX{r>o}(^,7)
v r «/ x  «/ x
x X{r>o}(y,7)(xAW +  XA(y))
< /  Mrf7) / <r(ds) /  a(dy)a(x,y)r(x,7)sr(y,7)s(xA(a:)+Xa(^ ))
*/ r «/ x  •/ x
— 2 /  //(cty) /  <7(cte) /  o-(dy)a(a;,y)r(a:,7 )sr (y ,7 )s 
7r 7a 7x
< 2  [  p{dj)  [  cr(dx) [  a(dy) a{x, y)(l  +  r(x, 7 ) ) ( 1  +  r(y, 7 )). (5.19)
7r 7a 7x
Here, we used that, for each s E [0,1] and a > 0,
as < 1 +  a, (5.20)
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Indeed, if a E (0,1], then as < 1 < 1 +  a, and if a > 1, then as < a1 < 1 +  a. 
By (5.17)
/ / a(dx) / a(dy) a(x,y) < oo. (5.21)
7 r  7 a  7 x
Below, Cj, z =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  will denote positive constants whose explicit
values are not important for us. We have, by (5.17) and (3.39),
/  //(cfy) /  a(dx) /  a(dy)a(x,y)r(x,  7 )
7 r  7 a  7 x
=  n id i)  J  ^a(dar) r(z , 7 ) ^  <r(dy) a(z, y)^
< C i  nidy) /  <j(da:)r(a:, 7 )
7 r  7 a
= Cl It Ia
= Ci f  K,(x, x) a(dx) < 00. (5.22)
7 a
Here we used that the first correlation function of /z, fc£^(:r) is JC(x,x). 
Next, by (3.40) and (3.8),
/  P{d'y) /  o-(da;) /  a(dy)a(x,y)r(y,  7 )
7 r  7 a  j x
= /  /  a (dy) a(x, y) /  fi(dj)r(y,  7 )
7 a  7 x  7 r
=  /  <K<fc) /  °(dy)a(x ,y )K(y ,y )
7 a  7 x
=  /  o-(da;) /  a(dy) a(a;, y)/C(y, y) +  /  <r(cfc) / a(dy) a(x,y))C(y,y) 
7 a  7 a  7 a  7 a c
< C 2 <r{dx) /  a(dy)K,(y,y) +  C3 /  o-(daj) /  cr(dy) a(x,y) < 00,
7 a  7 a  7 a  7 a c
< C 2 cr(dx) /  cr(dy)/C(y,y) +  C3 /  cr(ch) /  a(dy) a(x,y) < 0 0 ,
7 a  7 a  7 a  7 x
(5.23)
where we used that the function a is bounded and /C(y, y) is bounded on A c.
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Analogously, using Lemma 5.1 and the Cauchy inequality, we have:
/  n { d i )  /  a ( d x )  /  a ( d y ) a ( x , y ) r ( x r / ) r { y n )
J r  J a J x
=  /  a{dx) /  a(dy)a{x,y) /  ffid~/)r{x, i)r{y,  7) 
j a  ./a: a r
L  a(dy) a(x, y) ( ^ J  r {x , 7 )2 ^(cty)^ ^  r(y, 7 )2
< C 4 o{dx) /  <r(dy)a{x,y)K{x,x)K,(y,y)
J A JX
= C4 a(dx) /  o{dy)a(x,y)K{x,x)K{y,y)
J A J A
+  C4 /  a(dx) /  a(dy)a(x,y)JC(x,x)JC(y,y)
J A JA C
< C 5 [  a(dx)JC(xtx) [  a(dy)JC(y,y)
J  A ./A
+  c 6 /  a(dx)JC(x,x) / a(dy)a(x,y)
J  A V ac
< C 5 f  affix) /C(.t, .t) [  cr{dy) /C(y, y)
JA «/ A
+  C6 /  affix)K.(x,x) /  affiy)a(x,y) < 0 0 . (5-24)
7a Vx
Thus, by (5.19)-(5.24), the theorem is proven. □
T h eo rem  5.3. (%) Le£ s G [5 , l] , and let the conditions of Theorem 5.2 (i) 
be satisfied. Then the coefficients d(.T, 7) and b(x, 7) defined by (5.14) and
(5.15), satisfy condition (5.12). Thus, .FC b(C ()P0,r) C D{Lq), and for 
each F  G •FC't^G^A), T), L qF  given by formula (5.1).
(ii) Let s G [ |,  l] , and let the conditions of Theorem 5.2 (ii) be satisfied. 
Further assume that either
VA G Bq{X)  3A' G jBq(X) V:r G A Vy G (A')c : a(ar, y) =  0, (5.25)
or
I  K (x ,x )2 affix) < 0 0 , (5.26)
Ja
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where A is as in Theorem 5.2 (ii). Then the coefficient c(x,y, 7 ) defined by
(5.16); satisfies condition (5.13). Thus, FC\,{Co(X), T) C D{Lyf), and for 
each F  G FCb(Co(X),  T), L kF  is given by formula (5.2).
Remark 5.4. If X  = M.d and the function a is as in Remark 5.2, then condition 
(5.25) means that the function a has a compact support.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We again prove only the part related to Kawasaki 
dynamics and only in the case I = 1 , omitting the upper index 0 ) from our 
notation.
We first assume that (5.25) is satisfied. Since the function a is bounded 
and satisfies (5.25), it suffices to show that, for each A G Bo(X),
f  7 ( d x )  /« r(,ij)r (I , 1 \ 1) - 1r ( j l7 \ I )1X(r> o } ( i , l \ i ) « r>0)(!/,7 W  £ £ 2(/i).
J A J A
(5.27)
We note that, for s G [ |,  l ] , 2s — 1 G [0,1]. Therefore, by the Cauchy 
inequality and (5.20), we have
Ir ^ d^  C / v 7  ^  ^ S _ l x { r > 0 } ^ ’ 7  ^  ^ 5 ' 2 8 ^
X  Ja a(<d^  r 7  ^  ^ S x { r > 0 }  7  ^
/  T(dj)  /  j { d x ) r ( x , j \ x ) 2is- 1)X{r>o}(x,7\x)
JT JA
X ( ^ ^ r^,7Nv^ SX^ >0>^ ,7\^ )  7^
/  v(d i)  /  a(dx)r(x, 'y)2s~1x {r>0}(x,^)
JT JA
X ( / <7^ r^ ,7^X^r>0>^ ’7 )^ (7(A) + 1)
< d'y) J r a(dx)  (1 +  r (x , 7))X{r>o}(z, 7 )
J^a{dy)( l  +  r (y ,7 ))x{r->o}(?/,7 )^ (7 (A) +  1)
<
rr
T
x
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1/2
2 '
< ^ { d ' y )  ^ J ^ a ( d x ) { l  + r { x , y ) ) ^  (7(A) +  1)
<  ^ f j , ( d ' y )  ( ^ J ^ a ( d x ) ( l ^ - r ( x ^ ) ) J  j  Q ^ ( d 7 )(7(A) +  l ) 2^
=  (^Jr ^ d^  ( a (A) +  J ^ { d x ) r { x n ) Sj  j  ^ / i ( d 7 ) ( 7 (A) +  1)
(5.29)
We have, for each n G N,
L  (Ja r^ ’7))
=  /  a(dx i)---  /  a(da;n) /  //(efry) r(a?i, 7) • • • r(arn, 7)
J a ja  Jr
<  /  < 7 ( d r r i ) - -  -  /  < 7 ( r f ^ n ) | | ^ ( ^ l ,  ' ) I U n O O  '  "  '  I I K ^ n j  ' ) I U n ( / 0
JA JA
By Lemma 5.1,
lk(^,-)IU-(/z) =  ^ M d7 M z ,7 )n)
Hence,
13 )
J^V>(di) ( ^ J ^a (d x ) r ( x ^ )
-  ( l a{dx) (SS)"*^)
< ^ 7  ^ J ^ d x ^ x . x ) ^  < 0 0 . (5.30)
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Now, (5.27) follows from (5.29) and (5.30).
Next, we assume that (5.26) is satisfied. We fix A £ Bq(X)  and denote
u(:r, y) := a(x , v){xa{x) + xA(y))- 
Then, by the Cauchy inequality and (5.17),
Jr ( J x  J x  U^X' 1  ^x^ _ lx fr>0> (x ’ 7  \  x )
x  r{y , 7  \  x ) sX{r>o}{y,  7  \  s ) ^
<  /  V{di) /  7 (^ 1  /  &{dy) u(x, y)r(x, 7 \  a :)2( s _ 1) X { r > o } (^ ,  j \ x )
J r  v at */ x
x r ( y r / \ x ) 2sX{r>0} { y n \ x )  7 (dx') o{dy')u(x',y')
j  r «/ at */ x
x K l/,7 )2'X{r>o}(2/ , 7 ) /  (7 +  ex)(da0 /  <r(dy') u{xf,y f)
J x  J x
< /  /i(d7) /  <r(ch) /  £7(dy)u(x,?/)(l+ r ( x , 7 ) ) ( l +  r (y ,7 )2)
J r  J x  J xx (^J 7 ( c ^a ; / )  / ,  a(dy')u(x,,y') +  J  cr(dy')u(x, y')^
< /  Md7) ( /  ^(dx) /  a(dy)u(j;,y)(l +  r(j:,7))(l +  r(i/ ,7)2)
J r  \ jx  Jx
X j{dx') J  a(dy’)u(x' ,y’) + C^j  .
Hence, by the Cauchy inequality, it suffices to prove that
/  M rf7) ( /  <r(dz) /  tf(dy)u(x,y)(l +  r (z ,7 ) ) ( l  +  r(?/,7)2)
J r  \ J x  Jx
(5.31)
J ^ { dl )  ( j x  y(dx) a (dy )u (x ,y )^ < 0 0 . (5.32)
We first to prove (5.32). We have, by Theorem 3.5,
/  M r f 7 )  (  /  l{dx)  /  a(dy)u(x,y)  
j  r  \  J x  J x  >
2
<  00,
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=  /  /  7 (dx)  /  o { d y ) u { x , y )  /  7 (d z 7) /  a{dy ' )  u ( x ' , y ' )
J r  J x  J x  J x  J x
=  /  cr(dy) /  cr(dy7) /  ^(cty) /  7(cte) /  7 (d z 7) u(:r, y )u ( z 7, y 7)
J x  J x  J r  J x  J x
=  /  a (dV) /  <Kd2/) /  M rf7) ( /  l { d x )  u ( x , y )u (x , y7)
•/ A v X */ r \v AT
+  j f # )  L  (7  -  ex)(d :r7) u (x , y )u (:r7, y7)^
=  /  cr(dy) /  a(dy ' )  I a ( d x )  JC(x, x ) u ( x ,  y ) u{ x ,  y 7)
X  X  \ v  X
L  o{dx ' )  ^  /C(x, a:7)2 +  /C(:r, x)JC(x7, a:7)^  w(x, y ) u ( x \  y 7)^  .
H ence,
< r(d y )u (z ,y )^
<  /  <r(dy) /  a(dy ' )  I a ( d x )  K ( x ,  x ) u ( x ,  y ) u ( x ,  y' )
1/ X «/ X V*' X
+  J a ( d x )  J a( dx ' )  ^  /C(rr, x)JC(x' ,  x ' ) u ( x ,  y ) u { x ' , y 7)^
=  /  o-(dy) /  <r(dy7) /  cr(dx) /C(:r, :r)u(:r, y )u (z , y 7)
*/ X «/ X  «/ X
+ K L a ( d v ) L  a ( d x )  K ( x ,  x ) u ( x ,  y )^
<  J cr (dx) l C(x , x )  y I  a ( d y ) u ( x , y ) Sj
+  C 8 /  <r(dy) /  cr(dy7) /  <7(dx) u (x , y )u (:r, y7)
J X  J X  J Ac+ \iyfA a(dX) K(X’ X"> L cr ( d y ) u ( x , y )  +  C8 J a( d y )  L  a ( d x )  u ( x , y)
N ex t, we prove (5.31). B y  L em m a 5.1 a n d  H o ld er’s inequality , we have
/  /a(d7) ( /  ^ (d z )  /  c r (d y )u (a ; ,y ) ( l+  r ( x , 7 ) ) ( l +  r ( y ,7 ) 2)
J r  \ J x  J x
=  /  <r(da;) /  a(da;7) /  <j(dy) /  a ( d y ) u ( x , y ) u { x ' ,y 7)
»/ X v X «/ X  v X
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x J  //(d7 )(l +  r(a:,7 ))(l +  r(x /, 7 ))(l +  r (y ,7 )2)(l +  r(y/, 7 )2)
<  j  cr(dx) j  a(dx') j  a{dy) j  o(dy’)u (x ,y )u (x ' ,y ’) ( l  +  ||r(z, -)IIl4(m))
*/ X  «/ X «/ X •/ X
x (1 +  IIr (x \  •)IIl4(m)) (1 +  ||r(y, -)2\\l^ ) )  ( l  +  ||r(y', -)2 |Il4(m))
=  ( J x <7^  Jx a d^y^ X' ^  ^  +  '^ L4(^  ^  +  •)2H£'4m ) )
< C 9 ( ^ J  a(dx) J  a(dy)u(x ,y){ l  +  /C(rr,z))(l +  /C(y,y)2)^ < 0 0 .
Indeed, since the function u is bounded, by (5.26)
[ a(dx) f  cr(dy)u{x,y)(l + /C(z,rc))(l +  /C(y,y)2)
JA JA
< C i0 [  cr(dx){l + K,{x,x)) f  a(dy)(l  +  /C(y, y)2) 
ja  ja
<  00.
Next,
[  a(dx) [  a(dy)u(x,y)(l  +  /C(o;,a:))(l +  /C(y,y)2)
JAC JA
< Cn [  a (dx) [  a(dy)u(x ,y)(l  + )C(y,y)2) 
j a c Ja
< ^ 1 1  [  a(dy)(l  +  /C(y,y)2) f  a(dx)u(x,y)
JA JX
C12 [  cr(dy){l +  /C(y,y)2)
JA
<
<  00.
Next,
[  a(dx) [  a(dy)u(x,y){\  + K,{x,x))(l +  /C(y,y)2) 
JA JAC
< C13 /  o(dx) /  cr(dy)u(x, y)(l +  /C(rr, a:))
JA J Ac
< C13 /  a(da:)(l +  /C(a:,a:)) /  a(dy)u(x,y)
JA JX
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< Ci4 /  o{dx)(l  +  JC(x, x)) 
J  A
<  00.
Finally,
ja c 7ac
[  a(dx) (  a(dy)u{x,y)(l  + )C(x,x)){l + K:(y,y)2)
= C15 r(dy)a(x, y)(xA(x)  +  X a ( v ))
<  00.
< C15 a(dy)u(x , y)
< C'is r(dy)u(x, y)
Thus, the theorem is proven. □
5.3 Diffusion approximation
From now on, we set X  = d G N, and cr to be Lebesgue measure. We will 
show that, under an appropriate scaling, the Dirichlet form of the Kawasaki 
dynamics converges to a Dirichlet form which identifies a diffusion process on
way we scale the Kawasaki dynamics will be similar to the ansatz of [23].
We denote by JrC^>(Co°(Md), T) the space of all functions of the form 
(5.8) where JV € N, y>i,. . . ,  € Co°(Md) and 9 £ C™(RN). Here, Cq°(Ed)
denotes the space of smooth functions on with compact support, and 
(7£°(R N) denotes the space of all smooth bounded functions on R N whose all 
derivatives are bounded. Clearly,
T having a permanental point process n® as a symmetrizing measure. The
.rencso(R,'),r) c J-cb(c0(ri),r),
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and the set ^rCb°(C'o°(Ed), T) is a core for the Dirichlet form ( 8 k , D(£k )).
We fix s = 1/2. Let us assume that the function a(x,y)  is as in Remark 
5.2. Thus, the coefficient c(x,y,  7 ) has the form
c ( x ,  y ,  7 ) =  a ( x  -  y ) r ( x r / ) ~ 1/2r ( y , i ) 1/2X { v > o } ( x , l ) X { r > o } ( y , l ) -  (5.33)
Note that y — x  describes the change of the position of a particle which hops 
from x  to y. We now scale the function a as follows: for each e > 0, we 
denote
The Dirichlet form ( 8 k , D ( 8 k )) which corresponds to the choice of function 
a as in (5.34) will be denoted by (8e, D(8£)).
T h eo rem  5.4. Assume that the function a has compact support, and the 
value a(x) only depends on \x\, i.e., a(x) = a(|a;|) for some function a : 
[0,0 0 ) —> R. Further assume that the function )Ci(x, y) has the form K,\(x—y) 
for some K\  : M.d —> M, and
a£(x) := e d 2a(x/e), x  £ M.d. (5.34)
(5.35)
For each I £ N, define a quadratic form (8o,JrC^(Cof(Md),V)) by
8o(F,G) := c  [  m(0 (<*7 ) /  
Jr J Rd
dx r(x, 7 ) (V XF(7  U x ) , V XG(7  U x)) . (5.36)
Here
(x\ denoting the first coordinate of x  £ M.d), Vx denotes the gradient in 
the x variable, and (•, •) stands for the scalar product in M.d. Then, for any 
F , G e F C ? ( C ? ( R d),T),
8e(F, G) —> 80(F, G) as e -> 0.
8 6
Remark 5.5. Assume that the function is differentiable on M.d. Denote 
K(x ,5) := sup | V/Ci(y) |, x  G Rd, £ > 0 .
y€B(x,5)
Here B(x,5)  denotes the closed ball in centered at x  and of radius 8. 
Assume that, for some 8 > 0 ,
K(-,6) G L2{Rdydx). (5.37)
Then, by Taylor’s formula condition (5.35) is clearly satisfied. Note that 
condition (5.37) is slightly stronger than the condition |V/Ci| G L2(M.d,dx).
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Again we will only present the proof in the case I = 1, 
omitting the upper index We start with the following
L em m a 5.2. Fix any A G Bo(Rd) and a  G (0,1]. Then, under the conditions
of Theorem 5.4,
r(x  +  ey: 7 )" —> r (x , 7 )° in L2(T x A x Rd, //(c?7 ) dx dy a(y)) as £ —► 0.
Proof. We first prove the statement for a  =  1. Thus, equivalently we have 
to prove that
r(x +  ey, 7 ) —> r (x , 7 ) in L2(fl x T x A x Rd, P(dcj, d'y) dx dy a(y)) as e —► 0.
(5.38)
We have, using Jensen’s inequality for conditional expactation,
dx dya(y) F(du, dj )  (r(x +  ey) -  r(x, j ) ) 2 
J A JRd JQxr
=  f  dx (  dya(y) f  P(du, c?7 )E (T (x +  ey)2 — Y (x)2 \ J7)2
J A J Rd Jcix r
< f  dx f  dya(y) (  F(dLj,d'y)(Y(x +  ey)2 -  Y ( x )2)2 
Ja JnLd Jnxr
=  f  dx f  dya(y) (  dP(Y(x  +  ey)4 +  Y ( x )4 — 2Y(x  +  ey)2Y{x)2).
Ja J Rd J n
(5.39)
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We have
‘ dPf  Y ( x  + eyY 
Jn
= 3 ^  J  K\{x + ey — u)2 du'j 
=  3 ( /  JCi(x — u)2 du^j
= [  Y (x )4 dP. (5.40)
Jn
We have:
f  dx f  dya(y) f  dP Y ( x  +  ey)2Y ( x )2 
Ja Jmd Jn
= dx I dya(y)  / K,\(x + ey — u)2 du • / K,\(x — v!)2 du'
Ja JRd L j Kd JRd
+  2 ( /  K\{x  4- ey —  u) K\{x —  u) diij  j
=  f  dx f  dya(y) (  f  K,i(u)2d u \  + 2 f  f  K,\{u +  ey)K,\{u)du 
J a J Rd L \  J Rd J \  JRd
(5.41)
By (5.35), for a fixed y G Md,
j  /Ci(it +  ey)K,\{u)du —► j  JCi(u)2du,
J Rd J Rd
as e —*■ 0. On the other hand for each y G Rd, by the Cauchy inequality,
aK\(u + ey)K\(u)du\ < f  /Ci(u +  ey)2du • f  K\{u)2du d J J Rd J Rd/Ci(it)2dit^ .
Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem,
f  dx f  dya(y) f  dP Y (x  +  ey)2Y ( x ) 2 
Ja J Rd Jn
—> 3 /  dx d ya (y ) (  /  K,\{u)2du 
J a JRd \  JRd /
/  a  J Rd Jn
f  dx L  dya(y) i  dFY(x)4
0
By (5.39)-(5.41), statement (5.38) follows.
To prove the result for a  G (0,1), it is now sufficient to show the following 
Claim. Let (A, .4, m) be a measure space and let m(A) < oo. Let 
f e G L2(m), / e > 0, £ G [—1,1], and let f £ —► /o in L2(m) as e —► 0. Then, 
for each a  G (0,1), / “ —> in L2(m) as e —> 0.
By e.g. [4, Theorems 21.2 and 21.4], f e f 0 in L2(m) is equivalent to:
(i) f e /o in measure;
c) Let 0, h, and S be as in (iii). Set h! := h +  | .  Clearly, h G L1(m). 
Assume that, for some A G A, f A h' dm < 8. Hence h dm < 8, 
and therefore f A f 2dm < 6 for all 0 < |e| < 1. Furthermore, we get 
f A |  dm < 8, and therefore m(A) < Now
(iii) (uniform integrability) For each 6 > 0 there exist h G L l (m) and 8 > 0 
such that, for all 0 < \e\ < 1 and for each A  G A
Hence, for a  G (0,1), we get:
a) / “ —> in measure;
b) sup /  f l a dm < sup / ( I  +  / 2)dm  < oo;
£€[-1,1] /  £€[-1,1] /
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Applying again [4, Theorems 21.2  and 21.4], we conclude the claim. □  
Fix any F  G T). We have
Se{F,F)
= \  I »{dl )  I  dx I  dye~d~2a ( ( x - y ) / e )
* JT JRd J Rd
x r(x, 7 )1/2r(y, 7 )1/2(^ (7  U i ) -  F (7  U y))2
=  \  I v { dl )  I  dx j  dya(y)r(x + ey,-i)ll2r ( x , i ) l/2
* JT J Rd JRd
x ^ F ( 7 U {a; +  £7/}) -  F ^ U . t ) ^ 2
Assume that 0 < |e| < 1. Note that the function F  is local, i.e., there exists 
A G B0{Rd) such that F(7 ) =  F (7^) for all 7  G T. The function a has 
compact support. Hence, there exists R  > 0 such that a(y) =  0 if \y\ > R. 
Choose A G Bo(Rd) to be the collection of all points x  in R d such that the 
distance from x  to the set A is < R. Then, for each x  0  A and all y G R d 
with \y\ < R , we have x ^  A, and x + ey A. Therefore
F (7  U {x  +  ey}) — F (7  Ux) =  ^ ( 7 ) — ^ ( 7 ) =  0.
Hence,
S€{F,F) = \  [  nid'y) I  dx I  dy a{y)r{x + e y ^ ) ll2r { x ^ ) l/2
* JT JA J Rd
x /  ^ (7 U {x +  £j/}) -  F ( 7 U a ) \  2
By the dominated convergence theorem 
r ( x 7 ) 1 / 2  ^ ( 7 U { x  +  gy } ) - F ( 7 U x ) ^
(5.43)
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in L2(r  x A x M.d, /j.(d'y) dx dy a(y)) as e —* 0. By Lemma 5.2 with a = 1/2, 
(5.42) and (5.43)
£e( F , F ) - » i  [  n(di )  I  dx I  d y a (y ) r { x ^ ) { V xF{ 'y \Jx) ,y)2. (5.44)
1  Jr J a  J R d
Since a(y) =  u(|y|), for any i, j  G {1, . . . ,  d}, « ^  j , we have
/ a(y)yiyj dy = 0
and
5 /  «(y)y?* JRd
Therefore, by (5.44),
£e( F , F ) - > c  [  nid'y) [  dx r(x, 7 )!'VXF (7  U x)\2.
Jr JRd
Prom here the theorem follows by the polarization identity for quadratic 
forms. □
We will now show that the limiting form (£0, •FC'£0 (C'o°(RcO, r)) is closable 
and its closure identifies a diffusion process.
In what follows, we will assume that the conditions of Theorem 5.4 are 
satisfied. We have
duK(x,  y) =  f  K\(x  -  u)JCi(y -  u)
jRd
= / K\{u — y)K\{u — x) du
J R d
= / K\{u)K,\{u +  y — x) du.
J R d
Hence, by (5.35), the function JC(x, y) is continuous on (Rd)2. Indeed, assume 
that (xn,yn) —* (x,y)  on n —* 0 0 .Then
^ { x niyn) -  K(x,y)
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/  /C l ( i t ) [ /C l(u + yn -  x n) -  /C l {u + y -  x)\du.
Rl
Prom here
\£(xn,yn) -  £ ( x , y )|
< (  /  /Ci(u)24 ) 2  x ( /  ( /C i ( u  +  i/„  -  rcn) -  JC(u + y -  x))2du)*
= ( f  K.1(u)2du)2  x ( f  {Ki(u -  y + x + yn -  xn) -  K,i{u))2du)*
as n —> oo. Since — y +  x  +  yn — x n —> 0 as n —> oo. Thus, by Remark 3.1, 
(Y(x ))xex  is a Gaussian random field and formula (3.21) holds for all (x , y) G
M.d if it satisfies the following axioms:
1. D (x , y) = 0 if and only if x = y;
2. D(x,y) = D(y ,x)  for all x , y  G
3. D (x , z) < Z/(:r, y) +  £*(y, z) for all x, y, z G IRd.
If a function D : (Rd) 2 —> [0, oo) satisfies the first and second axioms, but
not necessarily the third one (the triangle inequality), then D  is called a 
semimetric.
Following [9], we consider the semimetric on M.d:
Remark 5.6. Recall that a function D : (Md) 2 —> [0, oo) is called a metric on
(5.45)
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The associated metric entropy H(8) is defined as
H(8) := log N(6),
where N(8) is the minimal number of points in a £-net in
B (0 ,1) =  { x  G M.d | \x\ < 1 }
with respect to the semimetric D , i.e., points Xi such that the open balls cen­
tered at Xi and of radius 8 (with respect to D) cover B ( 0 ,1). The expression
J  ■.= [  y/H(6)d6  
Jo
is called the Dudley integral. The following result holds, see e.g. [9, Corol­
lary 7.1.4] and the references therein.
Theorem  5.5. Assume that J  < oo. Then the Gaussian random field 
( Y ( x ) ) x€^d has a continuous modification, i.e., for each x  G there ex­
ists a version of the random variable Y (x) such that, for each uj G the 
function
R d 3 x  i—> Y  (x , cj) G K.
is continuous.
Remark 5.7. Let /Ci be as in Remark 5.5. Then, by (5.45), for any x , y  G 
£ ( 0, 1)
D(x ,y)2 < ||/Ci(')||L2(Rd)£iE)^ ^ ( A : i ( u )  -  Ki{u + y -  x))2 d u j  
^  \\fcl(')\\L2(Rd,dx)\\K{‘>2)\\L2(Rd,dx)\y ~ x \i
where we assumed that K(-, 2) G L2(Rd,dx). Then J  < oo, see e.g. [9, 
Example 7.1.5].
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Denote by f  the space of all multiple configurations in M.d. Thus, f  is the 
set of all Radon Z+ U {+oo}-valued measures on R d, In particular, T C T. 
Analogously to the case of T, we define the vague topology on T and the 
corresponding Borel <r-algebra B(T).
T h eo rem  5.6. LetK,i(x,y) be of the form K \ (x —y) forsomeK\  G L2(Rd,dx).  
Let J(D)  < oo. Let I G N and c > 0. Then
(i) The quadratic form (£o,TrC^(Co°(Md), T)) defined by (5.36) is closable 
on L2(T,/xW) and its closure will be denoted by (So, D(£0)).
(ii) There exists a conservative diffusion process
m °  =  p ? ) t>0, (e?)t>o, ( * 0W)t>0, ( i^ )7€f)
on T which is properly associated with (£0, D(£0)). In particular, M° is pff*- 
symmetric and has gff* as invariant measure. In the case d >  2, the set T \  T 
is £°-exceptional, so that T may be replaced with T in the above statement.
Proof. We again discuss only the case 1 = 1, omitting the upper index 
By (5.36), for any F, G G FCff>(C?(Rd), T),
£ o ( F , G ) = c f  F(duj,dj) f  d x E ( Y ( x ,u ) 2 \ F ) ( V xF ( j U x ) , V xG ( j U x ) )  
Jrtx r JRd
= I  F(du>,d'y) j  dxY(x,cu)2 
Jnxr  JRd
x (Vx( F (7  U x ) -  F(y)), V x(G(j  U x) -  G(7))>. (5.46)
Fix (0 7 7 ) G SI x T. Denote
f ( x )  := F (7  Ux) -  F(7 ), g(x) := G (7  Ux) -  G(7 ).
Clearly, f , g  G Cg°(]Rd). In view of Theorem 5.5, Y ( x , u ) 2 is a continuous 
function of x  G R d. Hence, by [11, Theorem 6.2], the quadratic form
£ ( / , < / ) : = /  (V f (x ) ,Vg(x) )Y(x ,u ; )2dx, f , g e C ? ( R d),
JRd
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is closable on L2(Rd, Y(x ,  u ) 2 dx). Now the closability of (So, TC^(QQ°(M.d), T)) 
on L2(T,/iW) follows by a straightforward generalization of the proof of [11, 
Theorem 6.3].
Due to [30], Part (ii) of the theorem can be shown completely analogously 
to [28], see also [34, 43]. □
Remark 5.8. Heuristically, the generator of (So, D(Sq)) has the form
,If'lw - g ( A'FW+( ^ u r ' v-rh)» -
Here, for x G 7, VXF (7) := V yF (7 \a;L)y)| and analogously A x is defined. 
However, we should not expect that r(x, 7) is differentiable in x.
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